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Abstract 

Fruit characteristics as determinants of wine quality are of utmost importance to the 

global wine industry. The composition and physical attributes of a grape berry are 

known to vary greatly within- and between-vines. These elements predicate wine 

quality potential for individual vineyards, for specific seasons and regions. However, it 

is also recognised that it is challenging to obtain accurate and repeatable measures of 

these in field settings. Here I show that berry mass is a primary within-vine determinant 

of composition, regardless of vine ideotype classification: by biomass or by harvest 

index. I also present a new sampling protocol, encompassing within- and between-vine 

levels, which enables a user to determine a mean and a standard error for a 

compositional parameter of interest, for a given budget. 

Sampling within a horticultural management unit is important for estimating maturity, 

managing harvest logistics and experimental design. Industry recognises sampling as 

typically inaccurate, with no standardisation in sampling magnitude or location. In 

cultivated grapevines (Vitis vinifera), a model for woody perennial crops, within-vine 

variation in berry composition is understood to be influenced by the vegetative and 

reproductive biomass characteristics and the microclimate experienced by individual 

shoots. However, the magnitude of influence is poorly understood. In this thesis I 

investigated within versus between-vine variation in grape composition in spur-pruned 

Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon.  

The variance structure of the data was quantified via a fitted random effects model. The 

variation in the vine- specific effects in this model demonstrated that within-vine 

variation can indeed be as large as between-vine variation. In this context, a two-stage 

sample survey design with optimal allocation at each hierarchical level was shown to be 

the most efficient sampling protocol. The scheme demonstrates greater precision than 

sampling from either of two alternate vine hierarchies at a given budget.  

Vine ecophysiology is informed by understanding the relative influence of vegetative to 

reproductive biomass (harvest index) on fruit composition. This knowledge can be used 

to improve canopy management techniques and precisely target a premium quality fruit 

crop. Average individual berry size per cluster was identified as the most influential 

within-vine biomass indicator of grape composition, as determined through partial least 

squares regression in two years. Whole-vine growth indicators, such as vegetative 

biomass and harvest index, had a greater impact on composition than all other within-

vine characteristics except berry size, as determined by analysis of covariance. An 
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interaction between berry size and whole vine growth habit affected sugar concentration 

in one year of study. 

The light environment, as imposed by shading treatments at véraison, and defoliation 

treatments had little influence, while cincturing shoots slightly inhibited ripening with 

no significant interaction with treatments. Treatments were analysed in the context of 

within-vine and whole-vine parameters as covariates. This exposed a post-véraison 

effect of shading on sugar concentration (negative) and pH (positive), and an effect of 

defoliation on titratable acidity (negative then positive). However, within- and between-

vine biomass measures contributed substantially more to the models than either 

treatment. The ability of a cinctured and completely defoliated shoot to ripen fruit may 

have involved a combination of mobilisation of shoot reserves stored pre-véraison and 

re-loading from xylem to phloem, undocumented in a mature canopy. 

The results from this thesis clearly demonstrate that ripening is not uniform within the 

grapevine canopy. They also support the concept that experimental response to 

treatments imposed in a woody perennial system should be considered with whole 

grapevine growth. Field-based experiments should not assume uniformity across 

different biomass traits. This thesis highlights the importance of the relationship 

between quality predictor and biomass traits. I identified that Vitis vinifera L. cv. 

Cabernet Sauvignon grapes should be assessed over two sampling hierarchies and that 

this may be stratified utilising berry size and whole-vine biomass in spur pruned 

grapevines. Additional research on the effects of spur pruning techniques and 

inflorescence viability is warranted, as is a time series study through a single vintage to 

assess impact on rate of change of maturity parameter because this study was a single 

point analysis only. Future experimental work should focus on elucidating the 

determinants of berry mass, which almost certainly occur before current management 

practices are applied: defoliation, crop thinning, and deficit irrigation.  
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Chapter One 

Preface 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Australia is the fourth largest wine exporter in the world by value (Workman 2018). 

Demand is high for Cabernet Sauvignon and this premium variety is the second most 

planted red grape in Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2015). Cabernet 

Sauvignon is the so called ‘King’ of Margaret River wines. Propelling the small region 

onto the world wine scene, this variety excels in the maritime and Mediterranean 

climate (Gladstones 1999). However this premium variety may develop an overly 

vegetative canopy structure associated with problems in fruit compositional balance. 

This is especially so in Northern Margaret River where water, light and heat are 

generally unlimiting for vine growth.  

Grapevine canopy structure develops from interactions between plant physiology (organ 

development and growth), morphology, management practices and environmental 

conditions. Canopy structure determines the capacity and efficiency of carbohydrate 

production, metabolism and grape composition (Louarn et al. 2007). Challenges with 

canopy management, such as high vine biomass, inspire an exploration of the spatial 

differences in growth and development at within- and between-vines levels. Yet the 

relationship of canopy structure of the vine with grape, and ultimately wine, quality is 

not well understood.  

Measuring variation at these levels and applying the knowledge to management choices 

such as harvest date prediction and resource allocation, is considered the “holy grail” of 

viticultural research (Trought & Bramley 2011). The heterogeneous nature of berry 

composition across related but different grapevine canopy structure levels has impeded 

the development of consensus in measurement, particularly in sampling for maturity 

protocols. As such, the industry has called for improved sampling procedures 

(Longbottom et al. 2013).  

Sampling is used to measure canopy variables that predict maturity and fruit maturity 

itself. Random sampling for maturity in situ is the current standard operational practice. 

However, advances in the understanding of variation across a management unit have yet 
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to be used to improve sampling protocols. Research indicates that within-vine variation 

can be as large as, or larger than, between-vine variation in maturity (Krstic 2003; 

Pagay & Cheng 2010). But this within-vine level of variation is generally overlooked.  

Historically there has been a small ratio of grapevines to people, so inherent knowledge 

of within- and between-vine variation has been high. This knowledge is expertly utilised 

to optimise wine quality. Famously, the pinnacle of dessert wines, Château d’Yquem, is 

harvested by a large team picking cluster by cluster or even berry by berry over several 

days. With the development of commercial viticulture this ratio has shifted and a way to 

capture the variation in vineyards in an economical way is now needed.  

Precision viticulture has been recently adopted, utilising information technology to 

capture, store and manage between-vine variability data on a scale previously 

inaccessible to grape growers. Information provided at this between-vine level can be 

used to stratify maturity sampling as seen in cropping and forestry (Neldner et al. 1995; 

Zhao et al. 2016). Furthermore, understanding between-vine levels of variation can 

assist analysis of within-vine variation by contextualising changes in biomass between-

vines so as to reduce bias through the assumption that all vines within a plot are uniform 

(Wishart & Sanders 1955). There is however no agreed industry standard as to what 

level of precision is acceptable (de Garis et al. 2001). 

1.2 Thesis development 

1.2.1 Sampling 

As a non-climacteric fruit, grape composition and thus quality is determined at harvest. 

Quality is dependent on harvesting grapes at ultimate ripeness (maturity). Grapes are 

removed from the vine and measured for compositional characteristics in the sampling 

process (sampling). An under-estimation of maturity due to poor sampling practices that 

inadequately capture this variability may be considered a risk to wine quality 

(Kontoudakis et al. 2011).  

Sampling for quality is traditionally performed ad hoc or randomly through a vineyard 

management unit. Yet site specific management is a growing area in agricultural 

research and offers the potential for stratification to the process. Stratification is being 

researched in broader horticulture, yet choosing the applicable parameters on the plant 

for the process is not well explored and there is no standard in industry. The perennial 

architecture of the grapevine leads to different levels for potential exploration such as 
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within-cluster, within-vine, between-vines, between-harvest units and between-sites and 

regions. This thesis uses the terms level and hierarchy somewhat interchangeably. This 

thesis predominantly explores site specific data in combination with within-vine 

variation in fruit maturity. A poor understanding of variance in maturity may lead to a 

sample size that is inaccurate or inefficient.  

1.3 Unifying thesis 

The unifying question explored by this thesis: is the magnitude of variation in 

maturation of grapes meaningful across different levels of grapevine canopy structure 

and can the partitioning of such variation be identified and exploited to improve grape 

quality for wine production? 

1.4 Thesis structure  

A summary of each of the chapters is given below. Chapter One outlines the context 

and structure of the thesis. Chapter Two is a literature review of relevant literature to 

expand the context of the thesis. Knowledge gaps regarding current understanding of 

within-vine variation in maturity are identified. The following three research topics 

address the knowledge gaps identified and are written as standalone papers in the style 

of peer reviewed journals. Chapter Three outlines meta-analysis of the coefficient of 

variation in two fruit compositional characteristics for within- and between-vines across 

current literature. My exploration of continuous data of within- and between-vine 

variation from a singular management unit in the Margaret River subregion of Jindong 

in Cabernet Sauvignon is presented. The magnitude of variation was then utilised to 

develop a two-stage sampling scheme that considers cost as well as plant structure. 

Chapter Four focuses on the partitioning of within- and between-vine vegetative and 

reproductive biomass parameters to establish which parameters might best suit a model 

as proposed in Chapter Three. Chapter Five evaluates site specific management 

practices such as defoliation, shading and cincturing and the impact these manipulations 

have on the maturation process at a within-vine level. Chapter Six is a general 

discussion highlighting the new knowledge gained and contribution of the overall 

thesis.  
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Chapter Two  

Literature review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Canopy structure involves the arrangement of, and relations between, a plant’s organs in 

space. Canopy structure, regarding organ location, magnitude and abundance, forms the 

basis of this thesis. Agronomic management practices reflect this issue, but rarely 

deliberately. This review examines research that has sought to elucidate these elements 

of canopy structure. In particular, it considers the localised drivers of metabolism. 

Specifically, those inherent in a woody perennial. This review looks to the ontogenic, 

morphological, ecological and management effects of canopy structure on grapevine 

growth and metabolism (Sinnott 1960) and their interactions. Viticulture has a long 

history of forming the plant to the cultivator’s will (Grassi et al. 2003). The field based 

outcome is a combination of these two sets of attributes, the inherent and the managed. 

These effects will be considered in turn, before examining their combined effects on 

fruit maturity and on processes for describing maturity i.e. sampling. 

2.2 Objects in a vineyard: random or structured  

Multi-level sampling strategies are typical in horticultural crop production (De Silva et 

al. 2000). Two-level sampling has been proposed in grapevines because variability in 

fruit composition within-vines can be as great as between-vines (Pagay & Cheng 2010). 

Random sampling techniques are current practice in vineyards across these levels. A 

completely randomised sampling protocol is appropriate when sample units are 

independent (Fielding & Bell 1997). However this assumption is violated in shoots as 

within-vine sampling units, and in whole vines as between-vine sampling units (Meyers 

et al. 2011).  

Grapevines are not uniformly distributed within a management unit (Louarn et al. 2007; 

Baluja et al. 2013). The distribution of parameters such as soil type are grouped in 

space. Thus sampling from units in random spaces does not represent the distribution of 

measurements associated with such parameters. Precision agriculture has addressed this 

violation of independence by geolocating the distribution of variables affecting 

composition (Hall et al. 2002). Strategic sampling is now used by addressing 
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differential distribution due to soil and plant biomass factors between-vines (Panten & 

Bramley 2012).  

Comparatively, there is a limited understanding of within-vine variability in how 

grapevine organs are distributed. Complex interactions exist between endogenous and 

exogenous variables within-vines (Tiznado-Hernandez et al. 2013; Pellegrino et al. 

2014; Joubert et al. 2016). This suggests that shoots as a sample unit are not 

independent.  

Independent ecophysiological benchmarks for grape quality are difficult to identify 

within the grapevine (Van Leeuwen & Seguin 2006). Assimilates are partitioned due to 

multiple variables, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Grape maturation is complicated by the 

way these factors interact (Louarn et al. 2007). Interactions can occur between 

exogenous and endogenous factors, but also between endogenous factors. These 

interactions can have a lasting impact due to carbohydrate storage and thus growth and 

retranslocation in the following year (Vasconcelos & Castagnoli 2000). The aim of this 

review is to examine canopy structural components that influence assimilate 

partitioning. 

 

Figure 2.1. Endogenous and exogenous sources of variation in maturity in grapevines 

(Kasimatis & Vilas 1985; Cambardella et al. 1994; Trought et al. 1996; Coombe & 

McCarthy 2000; Bramley & Janik 2005; Tarara et al. 2005; Weyand & Schultz 2006; 

Louarn et al. 2007; Van Leeuwen et al. 2009; Pagay & Cheng 2010; Pieri 2010; Tarter 

& Poni 2010; Dai et al. 2011; Figueiredo-González et al. 2012; Pisciotta et al. 2013; 

Ramos & Martínez-Casasnovas 2014). 
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2.3 Canopy structural influence on assimilates 

Concentration of accumulated solutes throughout grape maturation is through: 

importation from leaves, vine corpus reserves and roots; internal synthesis; or 

concentration through water loss (Hardie & Considine 1976; Coombe 1987; 

Clingeleffer & Krake 1992). Yet results from studies assessing the ecophysiological 

drivers of ripening do not have consensus (Kuhn et al. 2013). Assimilate accumulation 

is determined by: the capacity of the vine (how much potential does the vine have to 

provide assimilates); efficiency (rate of metabolite production); and competition (what 

pathway do assimilates take). The interaction between these determinates indicate that 

shoots are not independent units. Differences in accumulation among shoots within-

vines are anecdotally high. However differences are rarely discussed in the viticultural 

literature. This review therefore extrapolates whole vine measures to predict within-vine 

effects.  

2.4 Assimilate availability 

2.4.1 Leaf number 

Assimilate production from the vine canopy depends on leaf size, number, age, 

orientation, exposure and microclimate (Poni et al. 1994; García de Cortázar-Atauri et 

al. 2005). Total leaf area limits vine capacity to produce assimilates as a function of size 

and number (Winkler 1958). This leaf area is limited by resources such as access to 

nutrients and water (Shipley & Meziane 2002).  

Distal shoot dominance may be responsible for ripening trends related to distance from 

the crown in cane pruned systems (Carbonneau et al. 1991; Rotaru 2010). Trends may 

be explained by perennial horticultural morphology and its association with this 

acrotonic growth (Cook et al. 1998). However, the direction of the trend is not always 

consistent (Belvini et al. 1978; Lefort et al. 1979; Carbonneau et al. 1991). Data from 

studies on cane pruned vines should not necessarily be extrapolated to spur pruned 

vines. Spur pruned systems exhibit less positional trends (Rankine et al. 1962; 

Hagiwara et al. 1987; Carbonneau et al. 1991). It is likely that there is less difference in 

timing of shoot ontogeny in a cordon based system. Yet the absence of pattern analysis 

continuously run along a spur pruned cordon is a significant knowledge gap (Leamon 

2002).  
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2.4.2 Microclimate 

Photosynthetic potential (capacity) and efficiency is determined by the structural 

influence on the microclimate of each leaf within the grapevine canopy (Reynolds et al. 

1996). Vine biomass, genetic predisposition, climate and management techniques 

dictate this canopy structure (Clingeleffer 1988; Dokoozlian & Kliewer 1995).  

Light interception by leaves is a determinate of photosynthetic capacity. A densely 

foliated structure produces many external leaves that are efficient absorbers of sunlight 

(Smart et al. 1990). Subsequently the photosynthetic photon flux density decreases 

sharply within the interior of the dense canopy (Koblet et al. 1995; Gladstone & 

Dokoozlian 2003). A dense structure thus limits internal leaf exposure and alters 

metabolism through photosynthesis depression (Cartechini & Palliotti 1995). This 

density effect can be mitigated through management techniques such as trellising and 

training (Gladstone & Dokoozlian 2003). However these effects are not necessarily 

consistent possibly due to interactions with other characteristics of the canopy 

(Ezzahouani & Williams 2003) and is discussed further below (2.6). 

Decreased leaf irradiation contributes to: decreased berry weight and diameter; 

decreased glucose and fructose; high pH; and colour and phenolic loss (Kliewer & 

Schultz 1964; Jeong et al. 2004). Decreased fruit irradiation has a greater impact on 

anthocyanins, tannins, flavonols, phenolics, monoterpenols and norisoprenoids than 

shaded leaves alone (Crippen & Morrison 1986; Morrison & Noble 1990; Bureau et al. 

2000; Haselgrove et al. 2000; Downey et al. 2004). Leaf and fruit often experience the 

same level of irradiation through experimental design, but the results from these studies 

indicate possible interactions through differential canopy effects. 

Temperature is a confounding issue, because it influences the metabolic activity of the 

vine, and thus efficiency. Warming increased photosynthetic activity, metabolism and 

assimilate migration intensity in the vine (Ruffner et al. 1976; Ribéreau-Gayon et al. 

2000). In contrast, a slight decrease in sugar accumulation occurred with higher 

temperatures but, when decoupled from light, temperature effects appeared less marked 

on berry size and sugar accumulation (Buttrose et al. 1971). In addition, heat stress 

influences leaf water potential via effects on transpiration and possibly berry 

transpiration (Hardie & Considine 1976; Dreier et al. 2000; Escalona et al. 2003; 

Medrano et al. 2012). Canopy structure is also likely to influence humidity and wind 
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exposure within the vine, further effecting efficiency and stomatal response (Kobriger et 

al. 1984). 

A difference in amount and ratio of acids is attributed to both light (Dokoozlian & 

Kliewer 1996; Bubola et al. 2012) and temperature (Spayd et al. 2002; Sweetman et al. 

2014; Caravia et al. 2016). Malic and tartaric acid account for a good proportion of total 

acidity measures, but their biochemical pathways differ (Kliewer et al. 1967; Cartechini 

& Palliotti 1995). The strong relationship between irradiance, temperature, leaf water 

potential and age confounds many of these studies as limiting one affects the response 

of another (Kriedemann & Smart 1971).  

It is difficult to separate these irradiance and temperature effects as the parameters 

influence many biochemical pathways in the same way (Spayd et al. 2002). Few studies 

differentiate these effects experimentally or analytically. The perfect balance of 

irradiance and temperature; and patterns in vines of different vegetative biomass remain 

unexplored. For example, a highly vegetative vine will have many leaves to intercept 

light and may accumulate sugars quickly, but may exhibit undesirable increased pH 

from leaves shaded internally within the canopy (Rogiers et al. 2017). 

Different vines can thus have any combination of photosynthesising sites, number of 

sites with access to irradiation and exposure to warmth. These are in turn dictated by 

canopy structure. There is a significant knowledge gap regarding the variability in 

influence of canopy structure and its interaction between light and heat on within-vine 

shoot growth characteristics and fruit composition. 

2.4.3 Translocation of assimilates 

Translocation of assimilates comes also from old wood (Candolfi-Vasconcelos et al. 

1994; Pellegrino et al. 2014), increasing the total grapevine capacity. Translocation of 

assimilates is thought to initiate from last years’ reserves, increase from current year 

leaves to the whole vine acropetally and then shift to basipetal movement (Hale & 

Weaver 1962). The timing and the relative strengths of these alternative sinks such as 

roots, shoots, leaves and wood have been explored (Howell 2001), although these 

considerations are rarely applied to experimental design.  

What is clear from leaf number, microclimate and translocation studies is that the vine 

canopy structural parameters that influence assimilate production are not independent.  
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2.5 Assimilate demand 

How these interactions between assimilate capacity and efficiency respond to differing 

demands from the plant is not well known. Plant demands affect both the efficiency of 

assimilate production and their ultimate destination (Swanson & El-Shishiny 1958; 

Candolfi-Vasconcelos et al. 1994; Kodur et al. 2011). The amount of translocation 

varies within- and between-vines depending on seasonal growth phase, sink size and 

how localised stress may be. 

2.5.1 Reproductive demands 

The reproductive biomass of the grapevine is a strong sink (Winkler 1958; Petrie et al. 

2000). Grape ripening follows a well-defined double sigmoidal pattern of cell division 

and then cell expansion (Coombe 1973). These ripening berries act as a strong sink for 

photosynthates produced in the leaves (Maccarrone et al. 1995; Di Lorenzo et al. 2001; 

Bobeica et al. 2015). Current shoot photosynthates are partitioned to own fruit 

(Motomura 1993) and also other shoots within the vine (Miller & Howell 1998). 

Yet, photosynthetic efficiency of the canopy responds to demands, and stimulation of 

sink strength, from other plant parts (Kriedemann & Lenz 1972).  

Fruit can also be a strong sink for photosynthates from reserves in old wood (B. 

Coombe 1988). Berry size itself may determine demand for photosynthates (Trought et 

al. 1996; Dreier et al. 2000; Ollat & Gaudillère 2000), although bunch number per vine 

has also been shown to be a strong indicate of sink strength (Considine 2004). Berry 

mass is known to vary substantially within-vines (Pagay & Cheng 2010). Yet it is 

currently unclear which exact ecophysiological processes are behind the differences in 

berry cell number or cell expansion velocity between clusters (Wolpert et al. 1980).  

2.5.2 Competitive demands  

Carbon reserves are mobilised, and current photosynthates are used for vegetative 

growth, particularly through from fecundation to nouaison (fruit set). During the 

ripening phase, carbon reserves are also mobilised from woody tissues during periods of 

carbon fixation stress (Candolfi-Vasconcelos et al. 1994; Caspari et al. 1998). The 

direction of translocation can be altered by shading or removing the shoot tip or leaves 

below the feed leaf (Quinlan & Weaver 1970). However, our understanding is limited in 

terms of within-vine competitive demands between reserves and reproductive biomass. 
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How the strength of one affects the other and what influences this relationship other 

than size is unknown. The impact of altering the availability of assimilate source from 

current growth is seemingly dependent on the individual harvest index (leaf area : fruit 

weight) in that year (Filippetti et al. 2015). 

Harvest index (or vine balance as it is known colloquially) refers to the ratio of source, 

production organs, and sink, consuming organs (Winkler 1954) and has long been 

considered the optimal standard for fruit quality (Kliewer & Weaver 1971; 

Urretavizcaya et al. 2016). Altering source to sink ratios in the grapevine has resulted in 

improved fruit quality (Bobeica et al. 2015), yet results are not consistent throughout 

the literature (Ames et al. 2016). Harvest index is generally expressed as a ratio, largely 

involving little consideration of the magnitude of vegetative and reproductive biomass 

(Carbonneau 1995). Similarly, ignoring carbohydrate stores and the influence of 

microclimate and vine growth habit before treatment application adds a bias from early 

processes. These processes may drive metabolic rate and activity in later growth such as 

inflorescence development, fertilisation, flowering and fruit set (May 2000).  

Temporal stability in patterns of biomass distribution through a vineyard indicates that a 

vine exhibiting high biomass in one year, is likely to exhibit the same in the following 

year (Johnson 2003; Considine 2004; Tisseyre et al. 2008). This is likely due to soil 

type which does not change and the influence of water and nutritional availability, along 

with the greater capacity of a larger canopy to generate more stored carbohydrates for 

the following year’s growth. Yet seasonal climatic differences may exacerbate these 

responses and further research is needed to explore this phenomenon (Bowen et al. 

2011).  

Ultimately, harvest index or the ratio of vegetative to reproductive biomass is thought to 

influence mobilisation. This ratio and its relationship with assimilates in the grape is 

generally considered to be logarithmic (May et al. 1969; Kliewer & Dokoozlian 2005). 

Studies manipulating harvest index often contradict each other. Reduction of 

reproductive biomass: increased berry mass and number, (Reynolds et al. 1994); 

increased soluble solids, pH and colour (Reynolds et al. 1994); increased soluble solids 

but had no effects on pH or titratable acidity (TA) (Parker et al. 2015); had no effect on 

fruit composition after mechanical pruning (Keller et al. 2004); and increased soluble 

solids and colour but had no effect on berry diameter (Dokoozlian & Hirschfelt 1995). It 
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is likely that differential assimilate production availability and efficiencies of different 

canopy structures interacts with this the source:sink demand relationship.  

What is clear from translocation and demand studies is that, again, the vine canopy 

structural parameters that influence microclimate are not independent.  

2.6 Manipulating canopy structure effects on assimilates 

Canopy structure is routinely manipulated in the vineyard. Attempts to optimise 

parameters that influence maturity such as light interception through defoliation are 

numerous, but results from these studies are contentious and often contradict each other.  

Experiments that examine the response to a reduction in leaf area through defoliation 

vary in methodology and results are inconsistent (Dai et al. 2011). Removing leaves at 

different times and in different places within the vine has a varying impact on metabolic 

induction and carbohydrate flow through the vine. Leaf removal had: no significant 

impact on sugar or acid accumulation (Reynolds et al. 1995); no effect on sugar but lead 

to a slight reduction in TA and malic acid (Zoecklein et al. 1992); no effect on sugar but 

an increase in TA and decrease in pH (Hunter et al. 1995); a significantly negative 

effect on sugar (Kliewer 1970) and TA (Mansfield & Howell 1981; Petrie et al. 2003); a 

positive effect on sugar accumulation only in late application (Risco et al. 2014); altered 

the sugar acid ratio (Baiano et al. 2015); and finally shoot tipping, removing laterals and 

leaves all reduced soluble solids and pH (Vasconcelos & Castagnoli 2000). Positive 

results of defoliation have been reported to be more pronounced in wet and cool years 

(Koblet 1986). Higher concentrations of sugars and acids in low resourced vines have 

been attributed to smaller berries, rather than limited resources (Ollat & Gaudillere 

1998).  

These contradictory results make it very difficult to discern best management practice 

and how practices will ultimately affect variation in maturity. However, importantly, 

these contradictory results indicate the presence of interactions between assimilate 

availability and assimilate demand. 

2.7 Magnitude of variability between canopy structural levels 

The advent of precision viticulture has provided more information on the heterogeneous 

nature of vineyards. Recent discussion focuses on improving the modelling of variation 

in vine growth and cluster maturity to reduce the bias in estimation of this variation 

(Pettitt & McBratney 1993; Bramley & Janik 2005; Panten et al. 2010; 
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Sethuramasamyraja et al. 2010; Panten & Bramley 2012). These authors agree that to 

mitigate the risk of overlooking alternatives more design data should be taken into 

consideration. They also agree that stratified sampling strategies can be created from a 

deeper understanding of vine variation. As such, continuous data within-vines are 

necessary to establish sample design and number for sampling strategies. 

It is difficult to optimise choice of a minimal sample number across plant physiological 

parameters (Pérez-Llorca et al. 2018). Coefficients of variation range ten-fold between 

comparative studies of variation within- and between-vine (Amerine & Roessler 1958; 

Rankine et al. 1962; Carbonneau et al. 1991; Pagay & Cheng 2010). Soluble solids, 

anthocyanins and flavonoids (Di Lorenzo et al. 2007), titratable acidity (Rankine et al. 

1962) and colour and phenolics (Krstic et al. 2002) have been found to be more variable 

between-vines than within-vines. In contrast, other studies report similar soluble solids 

and acids (Krstic et al. 2002) and higher variability within-vines than between-vines, as 

well as higher variability in colour, berry size, density and soluble solids between 

clusters than between-vines (Pagay & Cheng 2010). Canopy structures between studies 

may be particularly variable, accounting for these discrepancies.  

2.8 Improving design for sampling of variation in grape composition 

To accommodate a lack of identical distribution within-vines, studies to date have 

essentially imposed a block design onto experiments. This blocking takes the form of 

spatially cohesive groups such as proximal, mid or distal section along a cane (second- 

year growth) or cordon (permanent structure). However, a lack of continuous data 

impedes our ability to develop robust harvest sampling strategies (Fortin et al. 1989). 

Including a strategic approach to choosing in which level of canopy structure and in 

which position in the plant to target sampling has been successful in apples (De Silva et 

al. 2000; Vega et al. 2013). Adding a greater understanding of the within unit variability 

to sampling protocols has also already been considered in figs (Trad et al. 2013).  

It is thus hypothesised that fruit composition is not randomly distributed within 

grapevines. Therefore, analysis of the canopy structures that interact with each other and 

their local environment, and their impact on fruit composition is necessary. The results 

from this analysis will be used to recommend a strategic sampling scheme in grapes. 
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2.9 Conclusion 

This review demonstrates how variation in canopy structures may result in localised 

variation in grape composition. Thus to mitigate the risk in error of reporting maturation 

status of a management unit to winemakers, I conclude that more data are required, 

especially at the within-vine level. In this thesis I fill this knowledge gap by generating 

continuous fruit compositional data along a cordon of a spur-pruned grapevine system 

(Chapter Three). The variance in these data is then examined at a within-vine and 

between-vine level providing novel information for this management system (Chapter 

Three). 

This review has further demonstrated how parameters that contribute to the variance of 

ripening are not mutually independent. In this thesis I address this knowledge gap 

regarding within-vine variation in shoot growth characteristics and their relationship 

with fruit maturity (Chapter Four). I account for the lack of uniformity in whole 

grapevine distribution for characteristics that affect whole vine growth through 

application of analysis of covariance (Chapters Four and Five). This procedure also 

allowed me to examine the interaction between the canopy structure and the within-vine 

shoot characteristics that affect fruit composition (Chapters Four and Five).  

This review demonstrates the complex interactions between assimilate capacity and 

efficiency. I address this knowledge gap to further aid understanding of morphological 

and ecophysiological interactions. I manipulated assimilate availability (through 

deprivations of foliage, light and access to other plant reserves as discussed in 2.4) at 

this same within-vine level (Chapter Five). This experiment was designed to mitigate 

the confounding effects of light and temperature. 

In conclusion, within-vine sampling protocols, covering where to sample from and how 

many samples to take, should represent variables that have a similar distribution to the 

population. The evidence we already have suggests that these variables are not mutually 

independent from one another nor are they likely to be identically distributed within the 

vine. This thesis is designed to contribute new data on distribution of plant growth 

characteristics at this within-vine level. 
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Chapter Three  

Hierarchical modelling partitions variation in vineyard fruit 

maturity for optimal sampling 

  

3.1 Abstract 

The fraction of fruit to sample within a horticultural management unit is important for 

estimating maturity for harvest and for experimental design. Industry recognises 

sampling as typically inaccurate, with no standardisation in sampling magnitude or 

location. Grapevines (Vitis vinifera) are examined as a model for woody perennial 

crops. This study established pilot data from which to design a sampling scheme across 

two levels of vine hierarchy, incorporating precision and cost. 

The variance structure of the data was explored and quantified using a fitted, random 

effects, model. The variation in the vine-specific effects in this model indicated a two-

stage sample survey design with optimal allocation at each hierarchical level. 

Within-vine variation in sugar accumulation was equal to between-vine variation in one 

year in Cabernet Sauvignon. This conflicts with meta-analytic results from studies in 

white cultivars and different environments, yet agrees with other Cabernet studies. An 

optimal two-stage sampling design is presented as a replacement for current single-stage 

recommendations. This scheme demonstrates greater precision than sampling from 

either of two alternate vine hierarchies at a given budget.  

Variation in maturity is experienced at different scales in levels of plant hierarchy. The 

sampling scheme proposed should contribute to standardisation sought by industry. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Estimating fruit maturity is complicated by stochastic variation in maturity parameters 

across multiple levels of vine spatial hierarchy in woody perennials (Figure 3.1).  

Heterogeneity in crop composition from these perennials may be attributed to growth 

habit, age, graft and planting material quality, genetic predisposition, pruning 

aberrations, soil characteristics, vegetative growth, reproductive growth, vegetative to 

reproductive biomass ratios, fruit orientation, disease, micro- and macro-climate and 

horticultural management practices (Génard & Bruchou 1992; Thaipong & Boonprakob 

2005; Tarter & Poni 2010; Trad et al. 2013; Vega et al. 2013). Although assessment of 

variation in ripening is necessary to determine harvest date or measure experimental 

output (Wolpert et al. 1980; Krstic et al. 2003), variation particularly at the micro (or 

within-tree) level is not well understood (Dai et al. 2011). This study examined grapes 

(Vitis vinifera) as a high value crop, to improve our understanding of the influence of 

hierarchy on modelling variation. As a non-climacteric fruit, final grape composition is 

determined at harvest. Application of a random effects model should enable the micro 

and meso levels as components of variation to be visualised and inform the 

development of a robust estimation of maturity in a two-stage sampling scheme. 

Figure 3.1. Stacked Venn diagram of hierarchical levels of plant arrangement that 

contribute to variation in fruit composition. 
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Grape berries within a cluster do not ripen synchronously (Barbagallo et al. 2011; 

Kontoudakis et al. 2011; Figueiredo-González et al. 2012; Pisciotta et al. 2013; 

Doumouya et al. 2014 ). Whole cluster sampling, rather than individual berry sampling, 

was used to capture this variation and minimise bias. Consequently, the individual berry 

level was excluded from this model. Management units were harvested separately in 

commercial vineyards and thus this macro level was also excluded.  

Identification of the minimum sample size for studies across plant physiology is a 

challenge (Pérez-Llorca et al. 2018). Poor understanding of maturity variance at 

different levels in a vineyard may lead to a sample size that is too small to control 

sampling error, too large to be economically viable, or to harvest scheduling 

inefficiency (Ferrer et al. 2008; Bohle et al. 2010). There is little consensus on harvest 

sampling recommendations in available literature (Table 3.1). Current recommendations 

differ in both total sample magnitude and the partitioning of this total into particular 

levels (Table 3.1). Authors commonly discuss efforts to capture variation as ‘best as 

possible’; indicating that a uniform sampling protocol may be difficult to achieve 

Table 3.1. Review of grape (Vitis vinifera) sampling magnitudes to estimate sugar 

maturity in vineyards with total berry and/or cluster recommended by industry and 

research. 

Author Berries Vines Clusters Vines 
Total berry 
sample size 

Total cluster 
sample size 

Smith and Smith (2000) * 
 

  1 12  12 

Krstic et al. (2002) * 
 

  4 5  20 

Selwyn Viticultural Services 
(2003) * 

  1 20  20 

Kasimatis and Vilas (1985) ** 
 

    100 20 

Nail (2012) * 
 

    100 20 

Hamilton and Coombe (1999) 
** 

3 65   195  

Zoecklein (2002) * 
 

    200  10 

Jordan (2015) * 
 

100-300 unknown 1 20-40 200 30 

Roessler and Amerine (1958) 
** 

100-200 2 1 40 300 40 

Iland (2000) ** 
 

5 4 % 1 4 % 400 80 

Hagiwara et al. (1987) ** 
 

30 30   900  

*Industry guideline, ** journal article. Total berry/cluster sample proposal is converted to an 
integer if given as a percent based on a single hectare approximation. If a range is given then 
the average is taken for comparative purposes. If no allocation to hierarchy was given then the 
cell is left blank. Hamilton and Coombe (1999) note a small uniform vineyard as a limiting factor 
to proposed values. 
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without modelling the whole population. Inherent historical knowledge of hierarchical 

spatial variation throughout a management unit in a high value crop, such as grapes for 

winemaking, has historically lead to division of management units (macro level) into 

more homogenous units for appellation delineation in ‘Old World’ wine country. Yet 

large ‘New World’ commercial vineyards frequently exhibit different scales of 

variability across one management unit, ultimately affecting the sampling statistics 

necessary to adequately define maturity for that unit (Shaulis 1956; Hamilton & 

Coombe 1999; Pagay & Cheng 2010; Considine & Frankish 2013).  

Sampling for fruit maturity is currently not easily mechanised, thus due to costs in 

collecting and processing samples, it is not economic to sample to high precision. There 

is, however, no agreed wine industry standard as to what degree of precision is 

acceptable and thus industry is calling for improvement and continuity in assessment 

procedures (de Garis et al. 2001; Longbottom et al. 2013). Minimising bias in sampling 

grapes for procedural decisions in the vineyard is ideal, whilst practical considerations 

such as time constraints and natural biological variation must be managed (Tarter & 

Keuter 2008). Reduction in sampling error is essential for researchers regarding 

precision, and for viticulturists and oenologists, because price is linked to quality, which 

is optimal at maturity (Lendrum & Omond 2000). Thus, estimating the variance 

components attributed to vine hierarchy levels must be considered.  

Multi-stage sampling strategies have been considered in other horticultural industries 

such as peach (Prunus persica), apple (Malus pumila) and fig (Ficus carica) (Génard & 

Bruchou 1992; Trad et al. 2013; Vega et al. 2013). In this context multi-stage or two-

stage sampling is a statistical procedure and does not refer to plant growth through time. 

Contributions from within (micro) and between (meso) plant components of variation 

have been studied in grapes (Rankine et al. 1962; Di Lorenzo et al. 2007; Pagay & 

Cheng 2010). Comparing the reported contributions made to quantifying the difference 

in within- and between-vine variation requires meta-analysis to extract data in a 

meaningful way. The application and stability of such published analysis requires 

consideration, as adequately sampling the optimal levels of vine hierarchy is paramount 

to designing a robust sampling strategy. 

It was hypothesised that as vines sample number increased, fewer clusters would be 

required to estimate maturity in sugar and acid (Wolpert et al. 1980). However, 

previous research does not adequately represent the random effects found in a vineyard. 
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Nor does it apply statistically appropriate formulae to sampling more than one of these 

hierarchical levels, or accommodate accuracy or cost into the sampling regime. I 

hypothesise that there will be similar variation within- and between-vines in maturity in 

the highly vegetative Cabernet Sauvignon located in Northern Margaret River. An 

opportunity will exist for the development of a rigorous two-stage sampling protocol 

considering precision and budget. 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Data collection 

Material for this study was collected from the Jindong Estates vineyard in the Jindong 

subregion (33°45’S, 115°14’E) of the Greater Margaret River Wine Region, Western 

Australia. The climatology is considered Mediterranean (Gladstones 1999). Soils are 

both medium brown sandy loam to loam over sandy clay loam and brown clay loam 

over grey or yellow-brown medium clay. The Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon 

vines were planted in 1998 and rows run in a north – south direction. Vines were spur 

pruned to two nodes and bilaterally cordon-trained trellised to a Smart Dyson (Smart & 

Robinson 1991) trellis where approximately 40 % of shoots are left to hang down. Data 

were collected in the 2002-2003 (2003) and 2003-2004 (2004) vintages. Vines were 

spaced approximately 2 metres apart along a row and rows were spaced approximately 

3 metres apart. Panels of vines include three vines per panel and are separated by 

trellising posts 6 metres apart. 

3.3.2 Site selection 

Different vines were selected for each year to avoid impact on growth habit in the 

following year through experimental manipulation of the vines. Vines were chosen at 

random on a 3 x 6 metre grid as represents panel and row spacing in 2003 but each 

vigour zone as determined by Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (2003) and Plant 

Cell Density Index (2004) mapping on Esri ArcGIS™ software (data acquired by 

SpecTerra Airborne Remote Sensing Services and provided by Selwyn Viticultural 

Services) was represented equally. Vines were chosen in close proximity in 2004 after 

Bramley 'pers. comm.' (2003) and, in more detail, Bramley et al. (2011). 
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3.3.3 Harvest 

Thirty clusters were picked by hand from each of 32 vines (2003) and 9 vines (2004). If 

vines yielded greater than 30 clusters then clusters were selected at random from evenly 

spaced positions along the cordon, taking care to avoid operator bias in choosing cluster 

position and exposure. The length of the vine’s cordon was measured from head to tip 

(± 0.01 m).  

The remaining clusters on each vine were counted and used to calculate total vine yield. 

Sample collection was taken as close to harvest as possible, determined by the operating 

viticultural company to meet harvesting schedule requirements. All clusters were hand 

harvested into labelled zip lock plastic bags and cooled in batches as practical. The 

samples were then kept in a cool room overnight and transported to the laboratory for 

freezing (-20 ˚C) the next day.  

3.3.4 Fruit analysis 

Clusters were thawed and gently warmed over warm water to release any precipitated 

tartrates (Fowles 1992). Each cluster was weighed (± 0.001 kg) then crushed in the bag 

so the juice maintained contact with skin, stalks and seeds (debris) immediately prior to 

analysis. Clusters were hand-pressed to extract juice. The juice was then allowed to 

settle away from the debris and separated for analysis. The clear juice sample was 

measured for pH (± 0.01) with a Rowe Scientific 900 R pH – Temperature Monitor. The 

clear juice sample was further measured for °Brix (± 0.1) with an Atago PR32 

Refractometer. Juice samples were then grouped by exposure and metre distance from 

head category and stored in 250 ml plastic bottles at (-20 °C) for future analysis. 

Organic acids were analysed with High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

with a Waters (Milford, MA, USA) 600E dual head pump, 717 plus autosampler and a 

996 photo-diode array (PDA) detector. Separation was performed on an Alltima C18 

column (250 mm x 4.6 mm I.D.) with 5 µm particle size (Alltech Associates, Deerfield, 

IL, USA). A µBondapak (Waters) C18 guard column was used in-line prior to the 

analytical column. All data were acquired and processed with Millenium32® 

chromatography software (Waters) with PDA acquisition from 190 to 400 nm. PDA 

output at 210 nm was used for the quantification of organic acids (Cawthray 'pers. 

comm.' 2003).  
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3.3.5 Data analysis 

Data analysis was carried out using Addinsoft XLSTAT and the R statistical 

environment (Addinsoft 2016; R Core Team 2016). Outliers were removed during 

processing if they had sustained mechanical damage. Outliers were also removed 

through examination of maturity parameters (sugar, acid, colour and phenolics) due to 

risk of secondary crop according to the Dixon test for outliers at 5 % significance. Meta-

analyses were conducted according to Borenstein et al. (2009) substituting variance for 

mean. 

3.3.5.1 Random effects model 

A variance components model, i.e. a random effects model, was fitted to the data to 

measure the observed variation. The hierarchical nature of the physical structure 

(clusters within-vines), and hence data, is accounted for by entering an indicator of the 

vine as a random effect. 

Defining 𝑦𝑖𝑗 to be the measure of interest for the 𝑗𝑡ℎ cluster from the 𝑖𝑡ℎ vine, the 

random effects model is of the form: 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗 Eqn 3.1 

where 𝑢𝑖~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑢
2) is the vine-specific random effect and 𝑒𝑖𝑗~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑒

2) is the cluster 

specific effect. The random effects model was fitted using the lme4 package (Pinheiro et 

al. 2017) in the R statistical environment (R Core Team 2016). 

3.3.5.2 Optimal two-stage sampling design 

An optimal two-stage sampling scheme is utilised to minimise sampling error for given 

cost. This sampling scheme distributes the samples at the appropriate vine hierarchy 

level according to the variance observed in pilot data. Specifically, 𝑛 vines of the total 

𝑁 in the population of vines were selected and then from each selected vine select 𝑚 of 

the 𝑀 available clusters. Samples are taken randomly from 𝑁 and 𝑀. A desirable 

sampling scheme is to choose the primary unit and sub-unit sample sizes (𝑛 and 𝑚 

respectively) to minimise the variance of the estimate of overall mean. Required 

formulae are developed according to Cochran (2007). 
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Under primary unit and sub-unit selection by simple random sampling without 

replacement, an unbiased estimate of the overall mean is: 

�̿� =
1

𝑚𝑛
∑∑𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝑚

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
Eqn 3.2 

that has variance  

𝑉(�̿�) = (
𝑁−𝑛

𝑁
)
𝑆1
2

𝑛
+ (

𝑀−𝑚

𝑀
)

𝑆2
2

𝑚𝑛
 . Eqn 3.3 

A simple model of costs for such a sampling scheme is 𝑐1 × 𝑛 + 𝑐2 ×𝑚𝑛 where 𝑐1 can 

be interpreted as the cost of moving from one vine to another and 𝑐2 is the cost of 

selecting and processing each cluster. Assumed costs were calculated from industry 

recommendations for the operational procedures conducted in the vineyard relating to 

the pilot study (Selwyn Viticultural Services 2003). Costs presented here are typical for 

this region at this time. 

From the pilot study with 𝑛′ vines and 𝑚𝑖
′ clusters from the 𝑖𝑡ℎ vine, the sample 

variance estimates are: 

𝑠1
2 =

∑ (�̅�𝑖 − �̿�)2𝑛′

𝑖=1

𝑛′ − 1
 

Eqn 3.4 
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Eqn 3.5 

and 
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Eqn 3.6 

where 

�̅�𝑖 =
1

𝑚𝑖
′∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖
′

𝑗=1   
Eqn 3.7 

is the sample mean of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ primary sampling unit, and    
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�̿� =
1

𝑛′
∑ 𝑦

¯

𝑖
𝑛′
𝑖=1   Eqn 3.8 

is the overall sample mean. 

Given the costs 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 and sample estimates from a pilot study 𝑠1
2 and 𝑠2

2 of 𝑆1
2 and 

𝑆2
2 , respectively, the optimal two-stage allocation is to select 𝑚

^

𝑜𝑝𝑡 clusters from each 

vine, where this estimate is given by: 

 𝑚
^

𝑜𝑝𝑡 =
𝑠2

√𝑠1
2−

𝑠2
2

𝑚′

√𝑐1/𝑐2  Eqn 3.9 

The optimal number of vines to select is then derived from either the equation for cost, 

given fixed cost, or the equation for variance, given a variance target. Increasing the 

cost of moving between-vines, 𝑐1, will increase the number of clusters within-vines that 

should be sampled as can be seen from the formula for 𝑚
^

𝑜𝑝𝑡 (Eqn 3.9). Relative 

variance and precision calculated as per Cochran (2007). Also, as the variance within-

vines, 𝑠2
2, increases more clusters within each vine need to be sampled to adequately 

estimate the vine-specific means.  

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Meta-analysis 

Contributions made to quantifying the difference in within- and between-vine variation 

in previous literature was examined through meta-analytical techniques (Figure 

3.2A,B).  

These plots allow summary from these studies of the differences in the two levels of 

variance rather than of the means. The trend suggests that variation between-vines is 

greater than within-vines. This trend is more pronounced in sugar as an indicator of 

maturity (Figure 3.2A). Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon display the greatest 

variance in sugar content (Figure 3.2A). Although the general trend in maturity is 

toward a greater variation between-vines, values from studies of Cabernet Franc and 

Concord display strong contrasts (Pagay & Cheng 2010). Data from those studies 

restricts comparison to a difference in coefficient of variation rather than of variance. 

However, taken as a whole, this analysis clearly identifies the potential for a greater 
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contribution to variation being from within- rather than from between-vines. Greater 

within-vine variability is exhibited in acid (Figure 3.2B) compared with that of sugar 

(Figure 3.2A). 

 

 

Figures 3.2 A,B. Summary forest plot of variance difference from studies in sampling 

for maturity over cluster level and vine level in sugar (A) and acid (B). Standardised 

variance difference represented by a black square (without reference to study size) and 

overall variance difference represented by blue (A) and orange (B) diamonds. Squares 
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on the right of zero indicate greater variation between-vines within a management unit 

than between-clusters within a vine. Straight lines represent 95 % confidence interval 

calculated from standard deviation and sample size statistics given per study unit. 

Different cultivars in the same paper are independent studies. Studies are listed in the 

plot body chronologically by white, then red, cultivars (Amerine & Roessler 1958; 

Rankine et al. 1962; Hagiwara et al. 1987; Di Lorenzo et al. 2007; Pagay & Cheng 

2010). 

3.4.2 Pilot study data 

Estimates of the within-vine and between-vine variance components were calculated for 

each year and variable. The contributions to total variation in percentage terms are given 

in Table 3.2. A study of the fitted random effects model revealed that in most measures 

studied, the contributions from both between-vine and within-vine variation were 

substantial. Table 3.2 shows similar variance components for sugar in 2003, although 

the contribution to variance between-vines is larger in acid in 2003 and in sugar, colour 

and phenolics in 2004. 

Table 3.2. Analysis of variance components within- and between-vines as per random 

effects model over a selection of maturity parameters in Cabernet Sauvignon from 

Margaret River (2003 and 2004). 

 Sugar 2003 
(Total soluble 

solids as 
˚Brix) 

Sugar 2004 
(Total soluble 

solids as 
˚Brix) 

Acid 2003 
(pH) 

Colour 2004 
(anthocyanins 

mg g-1 fruit) 

Phenolics 
2004 

(absolute 
units g-1 fruit) 

Within-vine 
variance 

49.82 40.99 30.67 26.79 30.10 

Between-vine 
variance 

50.18 59.01 69.33 73.21 69.90 

 

Combining a caterpillar plot with a univariate scattergram (Figure 3A-E) illustrates the 

spread of all data points for each maturity parameter for each vine. The spread of data in 

sugar itself supports the variance component analyses as represented visually with 

greater difference between the means in 2003 than in 2004. Additionally, the spread of 

the individual cluster data is almost as great as the mean vine data in 2003. In 2004 the 

spread of the data in sugar for each individual vine was not as great as in 2003. 

Comparatively, in the colour (represented by anthocyanin content) scattergrams, where 

the within-vine variation component is lower, the data points are compact within each 

vine, but can be considerably different between-vines. 
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Figure 3.3. Combined caterpillar and 

univariate scatterplots of random-intercept 

predictions illustrating variation in sugar 

(A 2003) and sugar (B 2004), acid (C 

2003), colour (D 2004) and phenolic (E 

2004) data within-vines (horizontal black 

lines) and between-vines (red circles) in 

Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon. 

Vines ordered according to magnitude and 

centred at a zero estimate of the vine-

specific effect. Background univariate 

scattergram showing distribution of sugar, 

acid, colour and phenolic data for 

individually sampled clusters grouped by 

vine.  
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Estimates of the vine-specific random effects are shown graphically in Figures 3.3A-E 

(black bars) in ascending order of magnitude. The uncertainty around these estimates is 

shown in the form of a 95 % confidence interval around the sample estimate. The 

substantial between-vine variation that was quantified in Table 3.2 is seen clearly in 

these plots. This observed heterogeneity in vine-specific effects indicates a two-stage 

sampling approach to permit efficient estimation of the overall mean. 

3.4.3 Sampling scheme per cost unit 

The current study may be considered as a pilot study from which future two-stage 

sampling schemes can be designed in a cost-effective manner, with indicative estimates 

of sampling error. Based on the 2003 data, the unrounded optimal number of clusters 

per vine was 4.45, for measurement of sugar (Brix). The 95 % confidence interval for 

this estimate was (3.51, 5.98). For 2004 data the optimal number of clusters was 3.78 

with a 95 % confidence interval of (2.48, 7.52). These outputs were based on a cost 

ratio of 𝑐1 𝑐2⁄ = 20. The optimal number of clusters to sample per vine can be 

calculated based on different assumptions for this cost ratio. Based on the 2003 data the 

optimal number of clusters is �̂�𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 0.9953√𝑐1/𝑐2. Based on the 2004 data the 

calculation is �̂�𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 0.8451√𝑐1/𝑐2. The optimal number of clusters per vine is more 

sensitive to the ratio of 𝑐1/𝑐2 than to the estimates of variation. For the data in this 

study, sampling in the vicinity of 4 clusters per vine will provide precision close to the 

optimal as demonstrated in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3. Relative variance and precision for varying choices of optimal cluster number 

(𝑚) for two-stage sampling scheme based on Cabernet Sauvignon in Northern Margaret 

River. Minimising variance and maximising precision indicates optimal cluster number. 

𝑚 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2003 Rvar 41.50 32.77 30.50 29.87 29.89 30.24 30.78 31.43 32.15 32.94 

2004 Rvar 35.80 29.75 28.4 28.23 28.52 29.05 29.72 30.47 31.27 32.11 

2003 Rprec 0.72 0.91 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.91 

2004 Rprec 0.79 0.95 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.88 

Rvar = relative variance, Rprec – relative precision 
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Table 3.4. Standard errors for optimal allocation of 𝑛 vines (targeting sugar as an 

indicator for maturity) in application of two-stage sampling model with cluster number 

𝑚 = 4 and differing budgets over a selection of maturity parameters in Cabernet 

Sauvignon.  

Budget 
per 

harvest 
unit ($) 

𝑛 vines 

Sugar 
2003 
(Total 

soluble 
solids as 
˚Brix) 

Sugar 
2004 
(Total 

soluble 
solids as 
˚Brix) 

Acid 
2003 
(pH) 

Colour 2004 
(anthocyanins 
mg  g-1 fruit) 

Phenolics 
2004 

(absolute 
units g-1 

fruit) 

5 4 0.833 1.123 0.092 0.191 0.131 

10 8 0.589 0.794 0.065 0.135 0.093 

20 16 0.416 0.561 0.046 0.096 0.065 

50 41 0.260 0.350 0.029 0.060 0.041 

100 83 0.182 0.246 0.020 0.042 0.029 

500 416 0.080 0.108 0.009 0.018 0.013 

 

Optimal allocation in two-stage sampling determines a fixed second stage sample and 

the first stage sample changes as the budget changes. The optimal second stage sample 

size is dependent on the within- and between-vine variances and the ratio of the costs c1 

and c2. In this case, the optimal design is to sample 4 clusters from each vine and then 

increase or decrease the number of vines sampled as the budget allows (Table 3.4). 

 

Figure 3.4A Standard error for the optimal sampling scheme relative to that of the 

sampling design, selecting the maximum number of vines affordable and minimum 

clusters within each vine (max vines) and also the minimum number of vines with 

maximum number of clusters within-vines (max clusters) in two years in Vitis vinifera 

L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon. 2003 black and 2004 red lines.  

Figure 3.4B. Estimated mean total soluble solids (TSS °Brix) with 95 % CI varying by 

theoretical sampling budget per harvest unit that narrows as the budget increases over 

two years in Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon. 2003 black and 2004 red lines. 
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The standard error for the optimal sampling scheme relative to that of the sampling 

design of selecting the maximum number of vines or clusters with alternate minimums 

affordable is demonstrated in Figure 3.4A. It illustrates that a two-stage sampling 

scheme results in a smaller error than sampling the most vines or the most clusters in a 

single-stage scheme that fits to the same budget. The reduction in standard error 

possible using the optimal design for varying budgets is illustrated in Figure 3.4B. 

Although the estimate of mean (CI = 95 %) for each year differs, the shape of the curve 

and the point at which the curve narrows (and therefore indicates most efficient 

sampling design) is similar.  

3.5 Discussion 

Variation in certain maturity parameters was as large within-vines as between-vines. 

Current literature suggests that vigorous grapevine cultivars such as Cabernet 

Sauvignon are likely to exhibit this hierarchical variation (Pagay & Cheng 2010). 

Application of a random effects model improved our understanding of the maturation 

variation over two levels of vine hierarchy in analysis of grape clusters in one vineyard 

management unit. Sugar accumulation variance components in one year of this study, 

within- and between-vines, contributed close to the same amount of variation to 

maturity. This informs the development of sampling schemes and experimental design 

and analysis whereby a measure of the variation within woody perennials must be 

included, compared to a completely randomised sampling design.  

Variance in pH, anthocyanins and phenolics between-vines are twice as large as within-

vines. Canopy structure is likely to affect these compositional variables differently to 

sugar composition. Light penetration and temperature are well known to affect all three 

variables (Crippen & Morrison 1986; Dokoozlian & Kliewer 1996; Haselgrove et al. 

2000; Chorti et al. 2010): see Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis. Random effects modelling 

suggests that the differences in canopy structure are greater between- than within-vines. 

Exploration of these effects are currently focused at a whole-vine scale, yet the level of 

variation experienced at a within-vine scale is sizable and should be a focus of future 

work. 

Caterpillar plots illustrate the value in isolating two levels of vine hierarchy. Other 

woody perennials, in addition to grapevines, are similarly likely to benefit from a 

hierarchical analysis of patterns of physiology such as fruit composition due to their 

morphology. The feedback mechanisms experienced within woody perennials, such as 
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figs or apples, suggest that the structure of the plant itself will influence fruit 

composition (Trad et al. 2013; Vega et al. 2013). For example fruit inside a canopy or 

on lower branches may be more likely to experience shading and gradients in relative 

humidity and airflow effects on development (Smart et al. 1985; English et al. 1990). 

For these reasons, sampling for maturity must consider the spatial hierarchy within, as 

well as between, these plants (Ledesma & Carpena 1987). More than one stage of 

sampling may be deemed appropriate within the grapevine, as found in the case of apple 

branches where systematic trends have been noted (De Silva et al. 2000) and fruit 

physiology related directly to position within the plant (Trad et al. 2013). As such, a 

two-stage optimal sampling scheme was constructed, incorporating cost and precision. 

The two-stage sampling scheme indicates greater reduction in error than either 

maximum number of either vine or cluster single-stage sampling for the same budget. 

When optimising the magnitude of samples from each level for measuring sugar 

maturity in grapes, years 2003 and 2004 ultimately indicate the same number of clusters 

per vine (4) with the lowest relative variance and highest relative precision. A given 

budget of AUD$10.00 per management unit and the standard errors are within the 

viticulturist’s limits for all parameters. Such a budget was considered acceptable in this 

region. However, when considering results for experimentation or extremely high 

quality wines the budget is likely to increase and simultaneously increase precision.  

It is possible to adjust the optimisation to favour any known maturity parameter, for 

example position from crown as in Carbonneau et al. (1991) and with the reduction in 

standard error possible, use the optimal design for varying budgets. Variance can be 

calculated for historical data and averaged per management unit or adjusted depending 

on anticipated outcomes for that year. When budget was considered, the ratio of cost in 

sampling two stages has the greater impact. The sampling scheme can be adjusted 

according to regional costs which allows for universal adoption. Future research could 

consider the impact of time cost on successive sampling regimes (Considine & Frankish 

2013), noting that a repeated sampling protocol must be based in independent, random 

samples rather than repeated samples from the same plant. In such a fashion, more rapid 

processing of geo-referenced fruit samples in real time may compensate for precision 

lost or bias incurred by berry sampling.  

The difference in variance component contribution of the two levels between the two 

years in this study may have been due to climatic influences. An understanding of the 
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previous season’s contribution to carbohydrate stores, which may affect retranslocation 

in the following growing season, would also likely shed light on this issue (Dayer et al. 

2013; Silva et al. 2017).  

The question of whether the difference within- or between-vines is more pronounced in 

a cane pruning or spur pruning system, as found by (Lefort et al. 1979) and 

(Carbonneau et al. 1991) would be worth pursuing. Particularly the respective influence 

of acrotonial effects or decreasing fruitfulness. Physiological parameters and the effect 

of environmental conditions on variation in berry traits is limited in the literature (Dai et 

al. 2011). Further research is required to better understand the drivers of the within-vine 

variation, which may apprise a stratified sampling approach in the future.  

3.6 Conclusion  

Ecophysiological permutations affecting grape maturity are poorly understood, and lead 

to stochastic variation in maturation of grapes for winemaking purposes. My study 

identified that hierarchical variance is worth incorporating into a sampling model. My 

study additionally presented a novel and statistically appropriate way of measuring 

variation in wine grapes through a two-stage sampling scheme. This model 

accommodated fluctuations in variation, precision and budget. The range of maturity in 

this study is substantial, thus local estimates of the variance are best. Specific values 

will need to be evaluated for individual crops and compositional parameters. Although 

this two-stage sampling model was developed on random sampling, it is possible that 

identification of measurable vine parameters in each stage (within- and between-vines) 

could further improve sampling in a strategic scheme. Through accurate estimation of 

maturation, the best harvest and experimental outcomes are identified in grapes and, 

thus, in the wines. Such an approach may prove equally useful in other woody perennial 

fruit crops.
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Chapter Four 

Whole-vine canopy modulates within-vine relationships 

between plant growth parameters and sugar, anthocyanins 

and phenolics in cv. Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Within-vine variation is integral to viticultural management and harvest operations, 

which in turn dictate fruit quality for winemaking purposes. Additionally, variation in 

maturity within the grapevine informs our understanding of vine biochemistry and 

ecophysiology.  

Canopy structure data including vegetative and reproductive biomass characteristics 

within- and between-vines were analysed for Cabernet Sauvignon. Variability of soluble 

solids, anthocyanins and phenolics were analysed for clusters corresponding to canopy 

characteristics. The vines were located in Northern Margaret River. 

Berry size explains most of the variance in maturity among sugar, anthocyanins and 

phenolics composition within individual vines in a vegetative biomass dependent 

fashion. It holds in vines of low to medium biomass, but fails in vines of high biomass. 

These results suggest that berry size may be more important than cluster mass, position 

along the cordon from the head/crown, total vine yield or harvest index (a function of 

whole vine vegetative to reproductive biomass). This is contrary to previous research.  

Care should be taken in future viticultural research to assess canopy biomass when 

explaining the response to manipulative treatments because results may depend on 

growth biomass and canopy shape in addition to treatment response.  

4.2 Introduction 

Fruit maturation, vine growth and ecophysiology and viticultural practices are informed 

by an understanding of variation in ripening patterns within and between grapevines. 

Harvest date and canopy management options depend on an understanding of the 

interactions. Variation is reported at regional, field, plant, within plant and within fruit 

scales (Rankine et al. 1962; Lefort et al. 1979; Carbonneau et al. 1991; Pagay & Cheng 

2010; Figueiredo-González et al. 2012). Variation component analysis (Chapter 3) 
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indicates that variation, particularly in carbohydrate assimilation, can be as large within-

vine as between-vines. Yet few viticultural studies examine, in depth, grape cluster 

ripening at a within-vine scale. Furthermore, operations are frequently conducted at the 

within-vine scale, such as cluster thinning and cluster sampling. Modelling the ripening 

processes within a grapevine is challenging as many analogous activities occur 

simultaneously (Dai et al. 2009; de Cortazar-Atauri et al. 2009). Thus a better 

understanding of the patterns of ripening within a grapevine should enable better 

management.  

Choice of indicator used to identify grape maturity is based on relevance to wine 

quality. Carbohydrates are responsible for alcohol content and mouthfeel of the wine 

(Ough & Singleton 1968). Anthocyanins and phenolics (mainly flavonoids for grapes) 

are secondary metabolites that are accumulated using a common precursor (Downey et 

al. 2006). These are responsible for the colour, taste and mouthfeel in wines, but their 

accumulation is not coupled to that of sugar accumulation. Sugar accumulation has been 

demonstrated to depend on duration of ripening time, whereas anthocyanins (and 

therefore likely phenolics) are more affected by climatic conditions and canopy 

structure driving metabolic rate (Sadras et al. 2007).   

The difference between vine capacity and efficiency to produce assimilates (discussed 

above in 2.4) confounds attempts to model grape ripening (de Cortazar-Atauri et al. 

2009). Genotypic sensitivities may explain some of this variation, but it is more likely 

that the different growing experiences of the vine alters fruit maturity responses. Further 

confounding this model of ripening is the scale at which these parameters influence 

metabolic processes and their relative contributions. 

Within-vine variation in maturity is rarely studied. Available data generally focus on 

comparative sampling strategies to determine harvest date or crop yield rather than 

ecophysiological associations. Additionally, individual shoot vegetative and 

reproductive biomass have been studied in manipulative trials regarding the influence of 

source to sink ratio on ripening. Yet, results and methodologies are conflicting and often 

aggregate the impact at the between-vine scale. Interesting data from fruiting cuttings 

are available and well-summarised by Morales et al. (2016), yet there is limited data 

regarding the comparative contributions of internal functional-structural plant predictors 

of maturity used to model ripening. I hypothesise that internal structural plant predictors 
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of maturity such as leaf area per stem, whole cluster mass or berry size will contribute 

to an explanation of within-vine scale variability in maturity.  

Surprisingly few studies have compared the impact of in situ, unadulterated, differential 

vine biomass from similarly managed vines on vine and fruit behaviour. The resultant 

information indicates that vine vegetative biomass has considerable influence over the 

morphology and physiology of the grapevine as a whole. Such information includes: 

vegetative biomass influence on reproductive biomass and photosynthetic behaviour 

(Zerihun et al. 2010); on sugar, acidity and colour (Cortell et al. 2007); yield and 

ripeness (King et al. 2014); and on sugar, acid, phenolics and colour (Song et al. 2014). 

Such measures have informed the development of canopy ideals or ‘ideotypes’ (Donald 

1962; Smart & Robinson 1991). Yet comparative viticultural experiments often present 

interpretations without an understanding of the inherent growth habit of the vine.  

In this study I seek to identify the influence of these measures of canopy ideotype on 

crop maturity and attempt to divide classification based on common standards available 

in the literature. I hypothesise that canopy ideotype will contribute to an explanation of 

the variation in between-vine ripening. Furthermore, I hypothesise that the interaction of 

the between-vine scale canopy ideotype and within-vine scale internal structural plant 

predictors of maturity will best explain within-vine variation in ripening.  

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Data collection 

Material for this study was collected from the Jindong Estates vineyard in the Jindong 

subregion (33°45’S, 115°14’E) of the Greater Margaret River Wine Region, Western 

Australia. The climatology is considered Mediterranean (Gladstones 1999). Soils are 

both medium brown sandy loam to loam over sandy clay loam and brown clay loam 

over grey or yellow-brown medium clay. The Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon 

vines were planted in 1998 and rows run in a north – south direction. Vines were spur 

pruned to two nodes and bilaterally cordon-trained trellised to a Smart Dyson (Smart & 

Robinson 1991) trellis where approximately 40 % of shoots are left to hang down. Data 

were collected in the 2003-2004 vintage. Vines were spaced approximately 2 metres 

apart and rows approximately 3 metres apart. 
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4.3.2 Leaf area analysis 

Leaf area per stem was estimated using a linear equation relating leaf area to stem 

diameter. Leaf area was determined for 64 stems over a total of 3 vines using a Li-

CorTM Leaf Area Meter. Stem diameter was calculated using digital Vernier callipers on 

the same stems. A linear regression was calculated between actual leaf area and stem 

diameter as y = 14.682x + 172.8 (R² = 0.63). This relationship was used to estimate leaf 

area on all remaining stems with known stem diameters measured in the field. It should 

be noted that this equation is site and variety specific. 

4.3.3 Harvest 

Thirty clusters were picked by hand from each of nine vines (2004). If a vine yielded 

more than 30 clusters then 30 clusters were selected at random from evenly spaced 

positions along the cordon, taking care to avoid operator bias in choosing cluster 

position and exposure. If there were less than 30 clusters no data was collected and 

appropriate statistical measures used. The length of the vine’s cordon was measured 

from the beginning of the permanently trellised cordon to the tip (± 0.01 m).  

The remaining clusters on each vine were counted and used to calculate total vine yield. 

Sample collection was taken as close to harvest as possible, determined by the operating 

viticultural company to meet harvesting schedule requirements. All clusters were hand-

harvested into labelled zip lock plastic bags and cooled in batches as practical. The 

samples were then kept in a cool room overnight and transported to the laboratory for 

freezing (-20 ˚C) the next day.  

4.3.4 Fruit analysis 

Clusters were thawed and gently warmed over warm water to release any precipitated 

tartrates (Fowles 1992). Each cluster was weighed (± 0.001 kg) then crushed in the bag 

so the juice maintained contact with skin, stalks and seeds (debris) immediately prior to 

analysis. Clusters were hand-pressed to extract juice. The juice was then allowed to 

settle away from the debris and separated for analysis. The clear juice sample was 

measured for sugar concentration as °Brix, grams of sucrose equivalent per 100 g of 

solution, with a digital refractometer (Atago PR32 Japan). The spectrophotometric 

method for analysing anthocyanins and phenolics was conducted using the Iland (2000) 

method. Average individual berry mass per cluster was assessed by taking a subsample 

of 20 berries per cluster, weighing each berry and averaging those values. 
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4.3.5 Data analysis 

Data analysis was carried out using Microsoft Excel, Addinsoft XLSTAT and the R 

statistical environment (Addinsoft 2016; R Core Team 2016). Outliers were removed 

during processing if they had sustained mechanical damage. Outliers were also removed 

through examination of maturity parameters (sugar, acid, colour and phenolics) due to 

risk of secondary crop according to the Dixon test for outliers at 5 % significance.  

 

4.4 Results  

4.4.1 Univariate analysis 

A summary of the grape maturity data per vine is presented in Figure 4.1. These box 

plots highlight the spread of the individual cluster maturity data around the mean and 

also the spread between individual vines. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicates all 

vines were significantly different (p < 0.0001) for each maturity indicator. 

 

Figure 4.1. Box plots of grape maturity data °Brix (A), anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) (B) 

and phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry) (C). One box per vine. Mean is indicated by a 

red cross (+), the black central horizontal bars are the medians, and the black lower and 

upper limits of the box are the first and third quartiles, respectively. Vines are ordered 

by vegetative biomass. 

4.4.2 Bivariate analysis  

A matrix of the biplots, correlations and fits (cubic spline) of the relationships between 

the descriptors is presented in Figure 4.2. These are: vine descriptors (shoot location, 

stem mass, and leaf area), cluster descriptors (cluster mass, berry count and berry mass) 
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and berry composition (°Brix, and concentration of anthocyanins and phenolics). The 

diagonal cells display the code and a histogram, those below the diagonal, a bivariate  

 

  

Figure 4.2. Scatterplot matrix of individual plant growth variables and grape maturity 

indicators within a grapevine, with bivariate scatterplots with fitted line, cubic spline, 

below diagonal, distribution histograms and kernel density overlays on diagonal, 

Pearson coefficients of determination (R2) above diagonal, coefficient statistical 

significance indicated by text (absent >0.05, normal <0.05, italic <0.01, bold <0.001). 

Dist, distance from permanent cordon origin (cm); BeCl, number of berries per cluster; 

ClWt, mass of whole cluster (g); BeWt, average individual berry mass per cluster (g); 

StWt, mass of stem (g); StLA, leaf area per stem (cm²); Sug, sugar concentration as 

°Brix; Anth, anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) and Phen, phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry). 

Figure produced using the R package “Performance Analytics” (Peterson et al. 2014). 
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scatter plot with a spline fit, while those above the diagonal present the Pearson 

correlation coefficients and their statistical significance. Note, however, that extreme 

values exert a strong influence in the stem mass, leaf area and berry mass parameters 

and the relationship values need to be treated with caution. 

The distribution of the individual parameters varies from near normal to skewed, with 

or without kurtosis (Figure 4.2). The vine descriptors are skewed to the left: most shoots 

occurred at the base, the proximal end of the cordon, and while stem mass, cluster mass 

and °Brix were statistically correlated with position, the fraction of variance accounted 

for is low, < 5%. Stem mass and leaf area are strongly skewed to the left and while the 

two are correlated statistically, this correlation accounts for about 10% of the variation 

only, i.e. the two are largely independent despite appearing strongly correlated. Cluster 

mass is related to berry count, primarily, with a small influence of individual berry 

mass. Stem mass rather than stem leaf area is highly correlated with cluster mass. 

°Brix is poorly correlated with any measure except negatively with berry mass. The 

three berry composition measures are well correlated among themselves, especially 

phenolic and anthocyanin concentration. The relationship between these and the cluster 

and vine descriptors is negative. That is, the higher the vegetative mass per vine, the 

larger the cluster and berry mass, the lower the berry composition parameters. 

Table 4.1. Breusch-Pagan (BP) test for heteroscedasticity where H0 = homoscedasticity 

using Chi-square for three grape maturity indicators, sugar concentration as °Brix; 

anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) and phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry), from individual 

vegetative and reproductive plant growth components within a grapevine. See also 

Figure 4.2. 
Maturity 
indicator 
(dependent 
variable) 

Test 
statistic 

Pos ClM BeM StM StLA 

°Brix 
BP 11.13 3.68 36.71 

NS NS 
p_value < 0.001 0.05 < 0.001 

Anthocyanins 
BP 6.86 13.42 23.19 5.79 12.30 

p_value < 0.01 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.05 < 0.001 

Phenolics 
BP 

NS 
16.71 39.78 6.56 6.59 

p_value < 0.001 < 0.001 0.01 0.01 

Sugar as total soluble solids (°Brix); Colour as anthocyanins (mg g-1 fruit); Flavonoids as 
phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry); Pos, position along cordon measured as distance from 
head of vine (permanent cordon trained) (cm); ClM, mass of whole cluster (g); BeM, average 
individual berry mass per cluster (g); StM, mass of stem (g) and StLA, leaf area per stem 
(cm²). NS, not significant. Significance indicated in bold. 
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Furthermore, bivariate analysis shows that particular parameters are highly predictive 

and possibly interchangeable. Tests showed evidence of multi-collinearity between the 

cluster mass and berry count variables and maturity indicators with a variance inflation 

factor of 39.34 and 33.68, respectively. From this point on, berries per cluster was 

excluded from further model building to avoid adverse inflation of standard errors.  

The linear relationships of some bivariate scatterplots also exhibit signs of 

heteroscedasticity (Figure 4.2). The Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity was used 

to verify these observations by determining whether the variance of the errors from the 

regression was dependent on the values of the independent variables (Table 4.1). 

Unequal variability is evident particularly across position and reproductive predictor 

variables in °Brix, all predictor variables in anthocyanins and all variables except 

position in phenolics. As discussed above, transformation did not improve, and nor did 

the weighted least squares estimation improve, the model. 

4.4.3 Multiple regression analysis 

Multiple regression analysis was conducted to determine whether the explanatory power 

of individual grapevine components over grape maturity could be improved. Partial 

least squares (PLS) regression was used in an effort to improve the fit of the simple 

linear regression modelling between individual grapevine growth components and 

individual grape cluster maturity (Figure 4.3). Partial least squares modelling was 

utilised for dimension reduction and to minimise the collinear influence of the 

reproductive and vegetative components of the model. Number of components chosen 

due to Q2 cumulative model. Correlation maps exhibit the direction and strength of the 

relationship between these predictors and the response variables in three dimensional 

space. Sugars decrease as all three selected variables - including position, berry mass 

and stem leaf area - for each contiguous cluster increase (t1, Figure 4.3A). Similarly, 

anthocyanins and phenolics decrease as the plant predictor values increase (Figure 

4.3B,C).  

The strength of the contribution made by each predictor variable is shown by the 

variable importance of the projection (VIP) value (Figure 4.3i-iii). A reproductive 

component was the strongest predictor for each maturity indicator. Location or position 

of the cluster along the cordon contributed more to the °Brix model than it did to the 

anthocyanins and phenolics models. The model is untrustworthy if the confidence 

interval falls below the reference line, especially if it is negative (Figure 4.3i ClM and  
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Figure 4.3. Correlation map by partial least squares regression visualizing the first two 

components the correlations between the Xs and the components, and the Ys and the 

components for grape maturity indicators from individual vegetative and reproductive 

plant growth components within a grapevine (A, B, C). Variable importance in the 
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projection (VIP) bar graph with a 95% confidence interval (i, ii, iii). Maturity indicators 

are °Brix (A, i); Antho, anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) (B, ii) and Pheno, phenolics 

(absolute units g-1 berry) (C, iii). Maturity indicators (dependent variable Ys) in red 

open circle and plant growth maturity predictors (independent variables Xs) in black 

closed circle. Pos, position along cordon from permanent origin (cm); BeM, average 

individual berry mass per cluster (g); ClM, mass of whole cluster (g) StLA, leaf area per 

stem (cm²); and StM, mass of stem (g). Goodness of fit (R²) A = 0.115, B = 0.196, C = 

0.339. See Table 4.2 for equations. 

 

 

4.3ii Pos). Each of these multiple regression models fits more poorly than almost all of 

the plant predictor variables presented individually in °Brix (Figure 4.2). Only position 

fits more poorly for anthocyanins and phenolics and for stem leaf area for phenolics 

than the PLS regression model.  

 
Table 4.2. Equations associated with partial least squares regression modelling of grape 

maturity indicators from individual vegetative and reproductive plant growth 

components within a grapevine. 
Maturity indicator 
(dependent variable) 

Equation  

°Brix °Brix = 28.05 – (3.84E-04 * ClM) – (2.55  *BeM) – (9.57E-03 * Pos) – 
(2.55E-03 * StM) – (6.86E-04 * StLA) 

Anthocyanins Antho = 1.99 – (5.43E-04 * ClM) – (0.40 * BeM) - (5.48E-04 * Pos) - 
(7.66E-03 * StM) - (1.32E-04 * StLA) 

Phenolics Pheno = 2.06 – (3.83E-04 * ClM ) - (0.59 * BeM ) - (2.22E-04 * Pos) - 
(1.85E-03 * StM) - (8.91E-05 * StLA)  

  

4.4.4 Analysis of covariance 

Due to the perennial structure of the grape vine and plant conditions in the field, 

multiple individual grape clusters were taken from each of nine individual vines rather 

than at random from many more vines. This means that the vines themselves act like an 

experimental block. In such a case, the individual vine can be added to the model and 

the individual plant growth predictors explored as covariates with the maturity indicator 

variables through analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.3). All 

ANOVAs have additionally been verified with the Welch statistic for a robust test of 

equality of means and again no effects noted. Dimension reduction through PLS 

regression suggests position effects along the cordon are not important in modelling 

maturity in spur pruned vines and are thus not further considered.  

All models are statistically significant and explain more of the variability in grape 

maturity than regression without the vine factor included (Table 4.3). The Fisher's F test 
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Table 4.3. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) for grape maturity indicators sugar concentration as °Brix; anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) and 

phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry) against individual plant growth parameters within grapevines by, and including interactions with, whole 

vines as a factor. Vines significantly different (Pr > F <0.0001) across all maturity indicators. Vine factor alone accounts for 58, 53 and 

50% of variability in °Brix, anthocyanins and phenolics respectively. See also Figure 4.4. 

Plant growth 
parameter 

Maturity 
indicator 

Model 
goodness 
of fit (R²) 

Model 
Fisher's F 

Model 
p-value 

Vine Plant growth parameter 
Parameter*Vine 

interaction 

Fisher's F p-value Fisher's F p-value Fisher's F p-value 

Cluster mass 
(g) 

°Brix 0.56 18.03 < 0.0001 8.93 < 0.0001 - NS - NS 

Anthocyanins 0.75 36.73 < 0.0001 26.54 < 0.0001 18.45 < 0.0001 - NS 

Phenolics 0.73 33.55 < 0.0001 30.58 < 0.0001 18.15 < 0.0001 - NS 

Average 
individual berry 
mass per 
cluster (g) 

°Brix 0.64 24.88 < 0.0001 15.63 0.00 9.51 < 0.0001 5.06 < 0.0001 

Anthocyanins 0.70 32.49 < 0.0001 4.37 0.04 2.71 0.01 1.29 0.25 

Phenolics 0.76 42.48 < 0.0001 40.12 < 0.0001 6.89 < 0.0001 2.47 0.01 

Stem mass (g) 

°Brix 0.56 18.13 < 0.0001 8.25 < 0.0001 - NS - NS 

Anthocyanins 0.72 35.63 < 0.0001 17.56 < 0.0001 16.70 < 0.0001 - NS 

Phenolics 0.68 29.53 < 0.0001 9.85 0.00 12.17 < 0.0001 - NS 

Stem leaf area 
(cm²) 

°Brix 0.59 19.94 < 0.0001 10.72 < 0.0001 - NS 2.38 0.02 

Anthocyanins 0.71 33.41 < 0.0001 - NS 19.66 < 0.0001 2.57 0.01 

Phenolics 0.69 30.16 < 0.0001 - NS 12.91 < 0.0001 2.88 0.00 

NS = not significant. Significance indicated in bold. 
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Figure 4.4. Bivariate scatterplots of three grape maturity indicators and individual plant 

growth parameters within a grapevine, by individual vines indicated by solid line 

trendline. Red lines for reproductive parameters and green lines for vegetative 

parameters. Maturity indicators are sugar concentration (°Brix) (A, B, C, D), 

anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) (E, F, G, H) and phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry) (I, J, K, 

L). Cluster mass, mass of whole cluster (g) (A, E, I); Average berry mass, average 

individual berry mass per cluster (g) (B, F, J); Stem mass, mass of individual stem (g) 

(C, G, K); and Stem leaf area, leaf area of individual stem (cm²) (D, H, L). For details of 

analysis see Table 4.3. 
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was used, given the probability corresponding to the F value is lower than 0.0001, it 

means that there is a lower than 0.01% risk in assuming that the null hypothesis (no 

effect of the explanatory variables) is wrong. Therefore, it can be concluded with 

confidence that the variables bring an important level of information when suggesting a 

significant contribution. The reproductive predictor variable models remain the 

strongest for all maturity indicators. Including the vine factor in the model allows 

consideration that the heteroskedasticity may be explained by a temporal shift in the 

ripening of individual vines (Figure 4.4). If the slope reflects a difference in the rate of 

maturity over the whole vine, time series data would illustrate a zero slope. Although 

most plant growth variables exhibit no heteroskedasticity across nine vines, aside from 

cluster mass in two vines of moderate biomass, berry size remains significantly 

heteroskedastic across seven of nine vines (data not presented). The relationships 

between the individual plant predictors and maturity indicators can be more clearly 

identified when considered on an individual vine basis.     

Berry size was the only plant predictor that significantly contributed to an explanation 

of all maturity indicators (°Brix, anthocyanins and phenolics) (Table 4.3). However, 

cluster mass, stem mass and stem leaf area predictors contributed significantly to 

anthocyanins and phenolics (Table 4.3). This replicated relationships illustrated in 

Figure 4.2, which showed cubic spline fits that approximate a linear model. 

In all models the vine factor contributes significantly to an understanding of maturity 

(Table 4.3). In 75 % of the models (all cluster mass, berry mass, °Brix and anthocyanins 

in stem mass and °Brix in stem leaf area) the individual vine factor contributes most to 

the model (Table 4.3). The remaining models are more influenced by the plant growth 

parameter (Table 4.3).  

A significant interaction is apparent between the vine and plant growth parameters berry 

mass and stem leaf area and the whole vine, although this is the least influential 

component of the model (Table 4.3). The overall trend is decreasing maturity as 

parameter weighting decreases for each vine (Figure 4.3). Yet this does not hold true for 

all vines. Yet, individual vines within a field number in the thousands, thus the 

practicable nature of managing the vine on a vine by vine basis is implausible. 

Considering the biomass of the vines is one way to attribute a management level canopy 

ideotype over individual vines. 
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4.4.5 Developing canopy ideotype models 

Variance in maturity (ANOVA) of two vine ideotypes commonly used in industry 

indicate a strong goodness of fit with both (Table 4.4). The first ideotype is ‘ideal leaf 

area’ according to Kliewer and Dokoozlian (2005) which for single upright canopy: 

Low < 2 m² m-1, Ideal 2 - 5 m² m-1, High > 5 m² m-1. The second ideotype, according to 

Smart and Robinson (1991) is Harvest Index (leaf biomass and fruit biomass of whole 

vine cm² g-1): Low < 10 cm² g-1, Ideal 10-14 cm² g-1, High > 14 cm² g-1. There is no 

industry standard ideotype for whole vine reproductive biomass and this measure is 

usually considered in terms of its relationship to vegetative biomass and is thus this 

study is limited to harvest index. 

  

Table 4.4. Wine grape canopy ideotypes and their impact on berry composition as 

°Brix; anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) and phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry) at maturity.  
Canopy 
ideotype 

Maturity 
indicator 

Goodness of fit 
(Adjusted R²) 

p-value 
(Model) 

Canopy ideotype level, LS means 
and comparisons 

Vine 
vegetative 
biomass 

   Low Ideal High 

°Brix 0.41 < 0.0001 24.40 a 23.70 a 18.45 b 

Anthocyanins 0.50 < 0.0001 1.54 a 1.12 b 0.55 c 

Phenolics 0.45 < 0.0001 1.45 a 1.12 b 0.80 c 

Harvest 
index 

   Low Ideal High 

°Brix 0.35 < 0.0001 23.70 a 20.26 b 25.33 c 

Anthocyanins 0.51 < 0.0001 1.12 a 0.81 b 1.75 c 

Phenolics 0.40 < 0.0001 1.12 a 0.99 b 1.56 c 

Leaf area, ideal leaf area according to Kliewer & Dokoozlian (2005) for single upright 
canopy (Low < 2 m² m-1, Ideal 2 - 5 m² m-1, High > 5 m² m-1); Harvest index, (leaf biomass 
and fruit biomass of whole vine cm² g-1) according to Smart and Robinson (1991) (Low < 
10 cm² g-1, Ideal 10-14 cm² g-1, High > 14 cm² g-1). NS = not significant. Pairwise 
comparison groups indicated by lowercase a, b and c adjacent to LS mean, different 
letters indicate groups are significantly different according to Games-Howell test. 
Significance indicated in bold. 

 

Analysis of covariance was undertaken using the berry size predictor with vine 

vegetative biomass canopy ideotypes across all maturity indicators (Table 4.5). Berry 

size was chosen because it showed the highest average model fit across all maturity 

indicators and was the only consistently significant contributor to all models (Table 

4.3). Canopy ideotype was included because it gave the highest average model fit 

(Table 4.4). These models are represented pictorially in Figure 4.5. All models were 

statistically significant with vine biomass the strongest predictor in °Brix and 

anthocyanins and berry mass the strongest in phenolics (Table 4.5).   
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Figure 4.5. Bivariate correlation confidence ellipse in (foreground) and scatter plots 

(background) (confidence interval 95% Chi Square) of three grape maturity indicators 

°Brix; anthocyanins (mg g-1 berry) and phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry), against 

average individual berry mass per cluster within a grapevine, by whole vine leaf area 

groups. Regression trend line solid. Grouped according to Kliewer & Dokoozlian 

(2005) for single upright canopy; data points and whole vine leaf area groups indicated 

by colour and shape: leaf area per vine Low ····  < 2 m² m-1; Ideal --  2 - 5 m² m-1; 

High  ̶   > 5 m² m-1. Determination coefficient (R²) for °Brix, anthocyanins and 

phenolics respectively: Low = 0.258, 0.214, 0.500 Ideal = 0.277, 0.084, 0.279 and High 

= 0.221, 0.001, 0.194. All significant except high vigour anthocyanins.  
 

Table 4.5. Analysis of the differences between the slopes with a confidence interval of 

95% for grape maturity indicators sugar concentration as °Brix; anthocyanins (mg g-1 

berry) and phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry) against average individual berry mass per 

cluster (BeM) within grapevines. Also see Figure 4.5. 

Maturity 
indicator 

Model 
goodness 
of fit (R²) 

Model 
Fisher's 

F 
p-value 

Leaf biomass Berry mass Interaction 

Fisher's 
F 

p-value 
Fisher's 

F 
p-value 

Fisher's 
F 

p-value 

°Brix 0.56 59.12 < 0.0001 32.23 < 0.0001 5.90 0.02 14.92 < 0.0001 

Anthocyanins 0.56 58.92 < 0.0001 15.37 < 0.0001 11.83 0.00 4.32 0.01 

Phenolics 0.64 81.28 < 0.0001 15.79 < 0.0001 58.49 < 0.0001 4.62 0.01 

 

Comparison of the slopes is presented in Table 4.6 indicating that high vine vegetative 

biomass influences the relationship between berry mass and °Brix significantly. 

Comparatively low vine vegetative biomass influences the relationship between berry 

mass anthocyanins and phenolics significantly. Low vegetative biomass vines have 

smaller berries in general (Figure 4.5A,B,C). Berries from a vine of ideal or higher than 

ideal leaf area exhibit delayed ripening as berry size increases (Figure 4.5A,B,C). Some 

slight evidence of heteroskedasticity remains particularly regarding the relationship 

between maturity indicators and berry size across different groups of canopy ideotypes. 

This is most pronounced in °Brix although is generally reduced when considering 

individual vines. When observing the scatterplots it is evident that there is greater 

variance among small berries (Figure 4.5). 
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Table 4.6. Analysis of the differences between the slopes with a confidence interval of 

95% for grape maturity indicators sugar concentration as °Brix; anthocyanins (mg g-1 

berry) and phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry) against average individual berry mass per 

cluster (BeM) within grapevines. Also see Figure 4.5. 

Comparison of slopes 

°Brix Anthocyanins Phenolics 

LS 
means 

Groups 
LS 

means 
Groups 

LS 
means 

Groups 

LA ideotype-High*BeM 11.53 A  0.89 A  0.59 A  

LA ideotype-Ideal*BeM 0.82  B 0.49 A  0.33 A  

LA ideotype-Low*BeM 0.00  B 0.00  B 0.00  B 

 

Adding other within-vine plant growth predictors decreases the fit of the analysis of 

covariance model (°Brix 5.5%, anthocyanins 1.3% and phenolics 1.0%). There is no 

added value in adopting multiple independent variables to the model beyond that of 

berry size. This indicates that when examining within-vine influence of ripening berry 

size is the most useful parameter to consider over position (in spur pruned vines), 

cluster mass or berries per cluster, stem mass or stem leaf area.  

  

4.4.6 Modelling an ideal vine  

In order to present information that could be considered against a standard, a subset of 

the data were used to model an ‘ideal’ vine. Berry size was the most influential plant 

growth parameter of all within- and between-vine parameters in an ideal canopy (Figure 

4.6B). This model explained °Brix and phenolics better than anthocyanins as can be 

seen by the t2 axis. This is likely because anthocyanins in an individual model are better 

explained by cluster mass. However, it should be noted that this maturity parameter still 

explains more variation than does the whole vine. This contrasts with the full data set in 

which vegetative biomass was the dominant influence (Figure 4.6A). 
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Figure 4.6. Correlation map by partial least squares regression visualizing the first two 

components of the correlations between the Xs and the components, and the Ys and the 

components for all grape maturity indicators in the one model with individual 

vegetative and reproductive plant growth components within a grapevine and whole 

vine growth parameters for all data (A) and ideal vine canopy ideotype vines (B). 

Variable importance in the projection (VIP) bar graph and a 95% confidence interval 

(model A, i, and model B, ii). Maturity indicators are °Brix; Antho, anthocyanins (mg  

g-1 berry) and Pheno, phenolics (absolute units g-1 berry). Maturity indicators 

(dependent variable Ys) in red open circle and plant growth maturity predictors and 

whole vine growth parameters (independent variables Xs) in black closed circle. BeM, 

average individual berry mass per cluster (g); ClM, mass of whole cluster (g); StM, 

mass of stem (g); StLA, leaf area per stem (cm²); and LA, whole vine vegetative 

biomass, (leaf area per vine (m2); and HI, harvest index (leaf area per fruit mass cm²     

g-1). 

Model Q² cum, R²Y cum, R²X cum respectively for model A 0.44, 0.47, 0.58; model B 

0.23, 0.29, 0.56. 
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4.5 Discussion 

This study highlights the dependence of within-vine variation in maturity on whole vine 

growth. The fit of an analysis of covariance model of a plant growth explanatory 

variable and maturity was improved when a whole vine factor was introduced. An 

ideotype derived from leaf biomass provided the strongest overall influence and fit. The 

individual vine itself was demonstrated to be the most important factor and the leaf 

biomass of this vine was the best measure of its contribution. This is contrary to other 

literature that suggests spatial proximity, harvest index and overall fruit load are the best 

measures of variation within a vineyard. Average individual berry mass contributes the 

most within-vine information to the model of maturity, especially in ideal vegetative 

conditions. Anthocyanins and phenolics are more variable maturity indicators compared 

to sugar concentration. 

Leaves influence the vine through providing primary metabolites, altering the 

microclimate and acting as competitive sinks (Dai et al. 2011). The heteroskedasticity 

observed may be a result of the differential response to overall vine growth habit. This 

was particularly notable in terms of sugar accumulation. An inverse relationship 

between berry size and maturity is documented in the literature (Trought 1996; Coombe 

& McCarthy 2000; Considine 2004). A positive relationship between berry size and 

seed  number similarly documented and warrants further investigation (Ristic & Iland 

2005; Walker et al. 2005). It is important to note that much contradictory literature 

regarding maturation does not present comparable vine growth experience. Differential 

evaluation of variation in maturity when considering different growth habits was 

demonstrably important in this study. It may be pertinent for future viticultural research 

to thus understand experimental outcomes in terms of levels of architectural 

contribution to variation such as whole vine versus stem vegetative biomass. 

The study also showed that berry size does not have to be considered on an individual 

berry to berry scale and the inverse relationship between size and ripeness, which has 

already been established (Trought et al. 1996; Dreier et al. 2000; Roby et al. 2004) 

holds true over the cluster to cluster scale. Additionally, this study highlighted how 

berry size contributes more to an explanation of variation in maturity than cluster mass 

or berries per cluster in general. This has implications for how grapevines are managed, 

as management techniques that encourage smaller berries rather than fewer clusters are 

to be desired. Furthermore, this study supports previous Australian research that 
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suggests quality is related more to vigour management resulting in small berries than to 

total yield (Clingeleffer et al. 2002). Further investigation regarding the relationship 

between canopy structure and minimal pruning and within-vine variation would 

enhance this understanding (Clingeleffer 1988). This information has the potential to 

alter payment criteria to grape growers to be based on berry size, rather than on total 

yield, in the future. 

Further work investigating the influence of berry size over ripening is warranted. Here I 

present data that illustrate how clusters with larger berries tend to have higher individual 

berry mass per cluster and therefore a resulting larger cluster mass, and that these 

clusters experience delayed maturity. However clusters with smaller berries are more 

variable in berry number and cluster mass and although they tend to ripen earlier, 

generally experience more variability in maturity. If the fruit size to ripening response 

relationship were purely a function of size, the slopes in the different vegetative biomass 

categories would remain consistent even if the intercept changes. This was not the case. 

However, an interaction between leaf area and berry mass for all three measures of 

maturity indicates there was another response to vegetative vigour impacting on the 

within-vine variation in ripening response to berry size. This was particularly noticeable 

in sugar concentration in high vigour vines. The competitive sink strength of the berry 

could thus be modulated by vine reserve status and alternative vegetative sinks and it 

seems that further research in this area is warranted. 

Fruit size itself and/or composition may be dependent on competition from other sink 

organs, such as shoot growth, and storage in a plant where carbohydrates are excessive 

as observed in peaches (Marini & Sowers 1994) and grapes (Ollat & Gaudillere 1998). 

Berry size is determined before véraison when vegetative competition is greatest. 

Whereas after véraison, clusters themselves become stronger competitive sinks (Ollat et 

al. 2002). The cost of biomass construction is detailed Vivin et al. (2003) and other 

plant parts are detailed as competitive sinks in grapevines by Hale and Weaver (1962). 

Water deficit has been shown to reduce starch concentrations in the trunk and leaves, 

indicating potentially higher mobilisation as photosynthesis decreases (Pellegrino et al. 

2014). This mobilisation may be a consideration where metabolites are retranslocated 

from storage in old wood to allow smaller berries to ripen even on vines with low 

vegetative biomass as in this study. This phenomenon appears to be unrepresented in 

the literature. This may go some way to explaining why there was disparity in results 

that do not find a relationship between berry size and maturity (Ferrer et al. 2014; 
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Casassa et al. 2016). The results from this study have informed the experimental design 

in Chapter 5. 

Anthocyanins and phenolics are strongly influenced by vegetative biomass as well as 

microclimate and then, post véraison, influenced more strongly by climatic conditions 

(Guidoni et al. 2008). It is unclear currently whether the impact of vegetative biomass 

on this biosynthetic pathway was through changes in metabolite availability or changes 

in microclimate. The results from this study clearly support the idea that in conditions of 

high vegetative biomass, anthocyanin and phenolic ripeness is delayed. However the 

influence of berry size on the relationship was highly significant which may suggest that 

there is a competitive aspect to the process. Spatial variability has been found to 

correlate most strongly with berry composition at extremes of vine biomass (Bramley et 

al., 2011) and in dry years (Li et al., 2017). The results from this study indicate that 

some measures of spatial variation found to correlate with berry composition may be 

heavily influenced by vegetative biomass.  

The closest model fit of within-vine variation in maturity to any plant growth predictor 

was between average individual berry size and phenolics in all canopy types by 

individual whole vine. PLS regression allows me to model all maturity indicators within 

one model, which reflects vineyard based practice. Although it is impracticable to 

consider every vine within a management unit in a vineyard these models illustrate that 

individual plant parameters can predict grape maturity. The limitations in this model 

were most likely the canopy architectural effects on individual leaf and cluster light 

interception, the impact of reserve carbohydrate status of the vine and differences in bud 

number and condition on the spur. Further work is warranted to try to improve the fit of 

these models, particularly with time series and year to year data 

4.6 Conclusions 

Berry mass contributed the most information to modelling within-vine biomass 

descriptors of variation in maturity. The interaction between berry mass and whole vine 

leaf area on carbohydrate assimilation indicated that in a non-resource limiting region, 

such as Margaret River where vines can tend to be overly vigorous, high leaf area had 

an impact on translocation of metabolites. This information is critical for making 

informed decisions about canopy management. Current season vegetative biomass and 

canopy structure (shading) are further explored in Chapter 5. Comparatively, 
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anthocyanins and phenolics were more variable maturity indicators and phenolics, in 

particular, was positively correlated with berry mass independent of canopy biomass. 

Results from Chapter 3 indicated that a two-stage sampling scheme incorporating both 

within- and between-vine level parameters of biomass is valuable. The model presented 

in this chapter supported berry size as the most appropriate plant parameter to use to 

identify fruit within a vine for a uniform management unit. A single parameter is 

important, as this is operationally adoptable within the field and only one sample pass 

per date for all maturity measurements will be taken due to economic constraints.  

It is important to note that this scenario applies to a management unit with a range of 

vine biomasses. As on-the-go quality sensing is commercialised, our ability to capture 

and better utilise the within field variation will make up for the absence of zonal 

management or zonal vineyard design (Bramley & Janik 2005). As robotics and sensors 

improve (Herrera et al. 2003; Baluja et al. 2012), this study suggests that within-vine 

variation would similarly be worth capturing for differential management and 

harvesting purposes to improve wine quality.
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Chapter Five 

Do innate characteristics or manipulations within-vine 

through leaf removal or shading have the greater impact on 

grape composition at maturity in Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet 

Sauvignon? 

 

5.1 Abstract 

Two experiments compare the response of sugar and acid grape composition to shading 

or defoliation in vertically trained, spur pruned Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon 

vines growing in the Margaret River region of Western Australia. Individual stems 

within a grapevine were trained onto a purpose built mid-row trellis. Four levels of 

treatment and a control were imposed for both the shading and leaf removal 

experiments. Half of the experimental stems were cinctured to examine retranslocation 

effects.  

The data were analysed using partial least squares and analysis of covariance multiple 

regression techniques. While °Brix and pH were significantly influenced by shading and 

titratable acidity by defoliation, neither treatment had as much influence as within-vine 

variation in average berry mass per fruit cluster or between-vine variation in harvest 

index or individual vine biomass. Photosynthetic compensation was found in defoliated 

stems, but not in shaded stems. Cincturing generally delayed ripening. 

These results suggest that low levels of defoliating grapevines post-véraison may 

promote ripening. However, more severe application delays ripening. This may not be 

the same metabolic response as altering the light environment through altering canopy 

geometry.  

5.2 Introduction 

At maturation, the alcohol percentage, flavour, mouthfeel, colour and microbial stability 

of a wine are related to the concentration and balance of sugars and acids. Obtaining 

optimum levels of sugar and acid is a challenge in a warming climate (Romero et al. 

2016; Santesteban et al. 2017). Although an increase in sugar may be synchronous with 

a decrease in organic acids, the metabolic processes are independent (Peynaud & 
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Maurié 1958; B.G. Coombe 1988). Furthermore, the ideal balance varies by cultivar, 

terroir and wine style (Edo-Roca et al. 2013). Vineyard management practices can alter 

this development (Parker et al. 2015). Thus understanding the influence of viticultural 

practices on sugar and acid composition is paramount to production of high quality fruit 

for winemaking purposes.  

Sugar and organic acid concentration in grapes is affected by ecophysiological vine 

parameters such as: vegetative biomass; reproductive biomass; the balance of these; 

plant structure and its effect on light, temperature and humidity; nutrient and water 

availability; and previous season’s growth experience (Ollat et al. 2002). Defoliation 

studies seek to manipulate these vine parameters and are conducted at different times in 

the growing season (Intrieri et al. 2008; Tardáguila et al. 2008; Intrigliolo et al. 2014; 

Risco et al. 2014), on different parts of the vine (Ezzahouani & Williams 2003; Bubola 

et al. 2012; Feng et al. 2015; Scafidi et al. 2018) and to different degrees (Kliewer 

1970; Bledsoe et al. 1988; Hunter et al. 1991; Vršič et al. 2009). Defoliation is used to 

delay ripening or to promote ripening, and attempts to understand the contrasting 

responses frequently contradict one another (Dai et al. 2011).  

Post-véraison defoliation has been proposed as a means to lengthen ripening, manage 

biomass, alter canopy microclimate, promote ripening or control disease. However, the 

results of such studies frequently conflict (cf. Hunter et al. 1995; Palliotti et al. 2013; 

Filippetti et al. 2015). Discrepancies may arise from many causes: overlapping or 

poorly defined experimental contrasts; vine carbohydrate status and location; 

management; and the particular experimental protocols adopted (Kliewer & Schultz 

1964; Hunter et al. 1995; Miller & Howell 1998; Petrie et al. 2000). The assumption 

that all vines are uniform in shape, size and physiological status before experimental 

treatments additionally may lead to outcomes that cannot be repeated when 

circumstances change.  

Improved light environment is often the aim of defoliation activities (Bledsoe et al. 

1988; Poni et al. 2006), however there is little research on whether defoliation and 

shading as distinct operations are interchangeable. This study was designed to 

distinguish the effects of altering stem leaf biomass as distinct from stem light 

environment on a within-vine scale. Leaf reduction, rather than change in canopy 

density, was isolated by training individual shoots outside of the vine canopy. The 

experimental design additionally sought to accommodate the influence of initial vine 
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biomass and stem biomass through: analysis of covariance; a range of treatment 

severities; and assimilate translocation through stem cincturing. The importance of vine 

biomass is evident from my previous results (Chapter 4). Climatology, training and 

timing of application remained constant. This study is intended to assist in the design of 

robust, widely applicable, techniques for managing fruit composition at a vineyard 

scale.  

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Data collection and site 

Material for this study was collected from the Jindong Estates vineyard in the Jindong 

sub-region (33°45’S, 115°14’E) of the Greater Margaret River Wine Region, Western 

Australia. The climatology is considered Mediterranean (Gladstones 1999). Soils are 

both medium brown sandy loam to loam over sandy clay loam and brown clay loam 

over grey or yellow-brown medium clay. The Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon 

vines were planted in 1998 and rows run in a north – south direction. Vines were spur 

pruned to two nodes and bilaterally cordon-trained trellised to a Smart Dyson (Smart & 

Robinson 1991) trellis where approximately 40 % of shoots are left to hang down. Data 

was collected in the 2006-2007 vintage. Vines were spaced approximately 2 metres 

apart and rows approximately 3 metres apart. Shoots arising from epicormics buds were 

excised.   

5.3.2 Field trial 

Treatments were applied in a field trial to individual stems within a grapevine; shading 

or defoliation and cinctured and a non-cinctured control (intact). All treatments were 

applied at véraison (February 2007). A single row with vines was chosen for ease of 

treatment implementation based on a range of Normalised Difference Vegetation Index. 

Individual shoots were chosen at random within these vines resulting in a somewhat 

crossed factorial design. A single row was deemed necessary by the vineyard partner to 

limit disruption to viticultural management in the field. A single metal trellis was 

erected to the east of the vine row, with a single trellising wire and individual shoots 

were supported onto this system with trellising string.  

Shade canisters for individual shoots were constructed from premium green advanced 

polymer breathable fabric shade cloth made by Coolaroo (GALE Pacific Limited) in 4 
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strengths (30%, 50%, 70%, 90%). This cloth was used to wrap a green plastic mesh 

trellis with a 0.025 m weave, 1.50 m long by 0.25 m tall. This construction was open at 

the bottom to encourage good air flow (Figures 5.1A,B). The shade canister was strung 

to a trellis erected in the mid row. The shoot was perpendicular to the permanent trellis 

to eliminate other shade influences from the vine.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5.1. Schematic of shade treatment design not to scale (A) and photo of treatment 

in situ (B). Schematic of defoliation treatment with thick black dotted lines indicating 

leaf removal at petiole join from stem (C) and photo of treatment in situ (D). Schematic 

of cincturing treatment between nodes including cincture site (E) and photo of treatment 

at harvest (F). 
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Defoliation treatment shoots were trained to the perpendicular trellis to reduce internal 

vine shading effects. Five defoliation levels were obtained (0, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) 

by removing that proportion of leaves along the shoot, as can be seen by thick black 

dotted lines in Figure 5.1C example of 50% defoliation. Defoliation percentages 

achieved by removing that percentage of leaves along the shoot, for example 25% is 1 

leaf in 4. Leaves were removed at even intervals along the shoot to replicate viticultural 

operations, which in this region are targeted to reduce the likelihood of sun and 

mechanical damage to fruit. Figure 5.1D illustrates two defoliation treatments (0% and 

100%) side by side. 

The cincture treatment was applied in the internode nodes immediately below the first 

fruiting node. An approximately 10 mm wide incision was made with a razor and the 

wound splinted with 3 mm wide wooden splints and covered with PARAFILM® M 

grafting tape. Schematic and post experiment status are shown in Figures 5.1E, & F. 

Photosynthesis measurements were made in quadruplicate on 10 cm2 of two intact 

leaves in a multi-chamber gas-exchange system. These were averaged per stem. 

Measurements on intact leaves were made with the CIRAS-1 Portable Photosynthesis 

System gas analyser. Leaf assimilation rate was calculated from the difference in the 

CO2 concentration entering and leaving and the flow rate through the cuvette (PSC-

660). Light sources were 6400-02B red/blue #SI-789. Measurements were taken on 10th 

and 11th March 2007 at solar noon, 28°C, on calm, full sun days. 

5.3.3 Harvest 

All fruit was harvested by hand from the experimental shoots in one day at fruit 

maturity. Each cluster was placed in an individual bag and kept in cool room overnight 

before laboratory analysis. The length and diameter of each stem was recorded, then 

pruned. The remaining clusters on each vine were harvested the following day and 

weighed to calculate total reproductive biomass. All shoots were harvested on that day 

and weighed to calculate total vine vegetative biomass. Harvest index determined as a 

ratio of pruning mass per metre and fruit mass per metre. 

5.3.4 Fruit analysis 

Each whole cluster was weighed (± 0.001 kg), berries per cluster counted and average 

berry mass calculated. Two opposing rachis diameters were measured with Vernier 

callipers. The berry samples were measured for: sugar concentration as °Brix, which is 
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defined as the grams of sucrose equivalent per 100 g of solution, with a digital 

refractometer (Atago PR32 Japan); pH (± 0.01) with a Rowe Scientific 900 R pH – 

Temperature Monitor; and titratable acidity (TA) by titration with 0.133 N NaOH using 

an automatic titrator (ThermoFisher ScientficTM Orion).  

5.3.5 Data analysis 

Data analysis was carried out using Microsoft Excel® and Addinsoft XLSTAT®. 

Clusters or stems damaged prior to harvest were excluded from analysis. All values 

were standardised (n-1) due to differences in scale between variables prior to regression 

analysis. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Descriptive data and analysis of variance 

A summary of the descriptive statistics of the defoliation and shade dependent data sets 

is presented in Table 5.1. The two data sets were similar, with slightly more variance 

present in the defoliation experiment.  

Table 5.1. Descriptive statistics for indicators of grape maturity including sugar 

concentration (°Brix) and acids (pH and titratable acidity (TA)) including regression 

analysis fit for shade and defoliation treatments. 

Statistic 
Shade n = 77 Defoliation n = 77 

°Brix pH TA °Brix pH TA 

Minimum 19.40 3.26 5.14 18.80 2.97 4.42 

Maximum 27.60 3.92 8.36 29.80 3.93 8.77 

Range 8.20 0.66 3.22 11.00 0.96 4.35 

Median 23.20 3.60 6.48 23.70 3.58 6.48 

Mean 23.34 3.60 6.52 24.02 3.55 6.43 

Variance (n) 3.22 0.03 0.60 4.83 0.05 0.82 

Standard deviation (n) 1.79 0.16 0.78 2.20 0.22 0.91 

Variation coefficient 0.08 0.04 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.14 

Skewness (Pearson) 0.11 -0.11 0.21 0.07 -0.45 0.13 

Kurtosis (Pearson) -0.58 -0.72 -0.84 -0.28 -0.33 -0.42 

 

Figure 5.2 illustrates this summary. This variation was larger within treatment levels 

than between them as indicated by the means. Games-Howell test for group 

comparisons, although similar to Tukey’s, does not assume equal variances and sample 

sizes. Pairwise comparisons (without cincturing included) found a difference between 

30% and 70% shade in pH and 50% and 100% defoliation in TA. 
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Figure 5.2. Grape maturity indicators (°Brix, pH and titratable acidity (g L-1)) according 

to shade (A, C, E green) and defoliation (B, D, F purple) treatments and cinctured (\\\) 
or intact () stems. Values with the same letter are not significantly different (p < 0.05) 

in pairwise comparisons (Games-Howell). Vertical bars represent standard error. Shade 

and cinctured stems at 70% pH different to intact stems 0% treatment (Dunnett’s). 

Descriptive statistics in Table 5.1, pairwise comparisons in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2. Pairwise comparisons (Games-Howell) for indicators of grape maturity 

including sugar concentration (°Brix) and acids (pH and titratable acidity (TA)) for 

shade and defoliation treatments. 

 Shade n = 77  Defoliation n = 77 

Treatment 
level 

°Brix pH TA 
Treatment 

level 
°Brix pH TA 

0 24.04 a 3.56 ab 6.32 a 0 23.86 a 3.61 a 6.29 ab 

30 23.41 a 3.52 b 6.74 a 25 24.73 a 3.54 a 6.50 ab 

50 23.42 a 3.60 ab 6.40 a 50 24.01 a 3.57 a 5.87 b 

70 22.77 a 3.69 a 6.62 a 75 23.99 a 3.56 a 6.32 ab 

90 23.00 a 3.62 ab 6.63 a 100 23.32 a 3.51 a 7.07 a 

 

Treatment effects were not significant when stems were shaded or defoliated, although 

pairwise comparison of pH in shade treatment and TA in defoliation treatment indicate 

some differences (Table 5.2). A decreasing trend in °Brix and an increasing trend in 

both pH and TA is evident in the shade treatment (Figure 5.2A,C,E). Comparatively an 

increasing then decreasing trend in °Brix, a decreasing trend in pH and an increasing 

trend in TA is subtle in the defoliation treatment (Figure 5.2B,D,E). Treatments did not 

significantly affect fruit mass per stem in average individual berry mass, cluster mass or 

total cluster mass per stem measures (data not presented). 

Data spread similarly presented for leaf CO2 assimilation for all treatment levels except 

100 % defoliation (Figure 5.3). Shading significantly (p<0.005) reduced leaf CO2 

assimilation where defoliating had no significant effect, although a slight increase in 

75% defoliated stems can be seen. Cinctured stems assimilated less CO2 in all cases 

except one. Intact stems exhibited greater variation in photosynthesis in defoliated 

stems compared to intact stems in shaded treatments. 
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Figure 5.3. Box plots of leaf CO2 assimilation (μmol m-2 s-2) for shade (A green) and 

defoliation (B purple) treatment percent with cinctured (white) or intact (coloured) 

stems. One box per treatment level. Mean is indicated by black diamond (), the black 

central horizontal bars are the medians, the black lower and upper limits of the box are 

the first and third quartiles, respectively. Values with the same letter are not 

significantly different (p < 0.05) in pairwise comparisons (Games-Howell). The box 

plot's horizontal width has no statistical meaning.  

 

Table 5.3. Analysis of covariance modelling results with model goodness of fit, analysis 

of covariance (ANCOVA) and Type I Sum of Squares analysis for predictors of leaf 

CO2 assimilation Leaf CO2 assimilation rate (μmol m-2 s-2) including berry mass, 

cincturing and shade and defoliation treatments. 

 Shade Defoliation 

R² 0.53 0.29 

Adjusted R² 0.33 -0.01 

Source F Pr > F F Pr > F 

Berry mass 14.51 < 0.001 NS 

Cinctured NS 4.75 0.036 

% Treatment 5.87 0.001 NS 

Berry mass *Cinctured NS NS 

Berry mass *% Treatment NS NS 

Cinctured*% Treatment NS NS 

Berry mass *Cinctured*% Treatment NS NS 
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Figure 5.4 Scatterplot matrix of leaf CO2 assimilation (μmol m-2 s-2) for shade (A,C 

green) and defoliation (B,D purple) treatment percent. Intact stems (A, B) and cinctured 

stems (C,D). Percentage treatment symbols 0, 30/25, 50, 70/75 and 90/100. 

Regression trendline (darker lines reflect increasing treatment severity). Corresponding 

ANCOVA in Table 5.3. 

 

Variation in cinctured versus intact stems across treatment levels is presented in Figure 

5.2. Cinctured stems were significantly different from intact stems across all 

experimental stems for °Brix and titratable acidity. Cincturing in different treatments is 

only significant in titratable acidity. The interaction between treatment level and 

cincturing was not significant in each maturity indicator for either shade or defoliation 

experiments (data not presented), but some treatments did differ significantly from each 

other (Figure 5.2). Cincturing stems did not significantly affect fruit mass per stem in 

average individual berry mass, cluster mass or total cluster mass per stem measures. 

Increasing berry mass however did increase photosynthesis, particularly in stems with 

the 0% shading treatment (Figure 5.4).  
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5.4.2 Bivariate analysis 

Table 5.4 is a correlation matrix (Pearson) of the vegetative and reproductive 

parameters recorded in this study. Data from both shade and defoliation experiments are 

grouped for the purpose of bivariate analysis. Stem length and leaf area per shoot were 

highly correlated, as were berries per cluster and cluster mass. Rachis diameter and stem 

mass measures were correlated more so with cluster mass than with individual berry 

mass. Within-vines, °Brix correlated positively with pH and negatively with TA. 

Individual berry mass and stem length were significantly positively correlated with 

°Brix and pH, and stem leaf area with pH. Comparatively, berries per cluster and total 

berry mass per stem significantly and positively correlated with TA. Between vines, 

°Brix correlated significantly positively with whole vine vegetative biomass, pH 

correlated positively with whole vine vegetative and reproductive biomass, but both 

were negatively correlated with whole vine harvest index favouring fruit load.  

Comparatively, TA correlated significantly with reproductive biomass of the whole vine 

alone. Bivariate analysis showed that particular parameters were highly predictive of 

each other and possibly interchangeable. 

Stepwise regression (Supplementary Table 5.A) selected average individual berry mass 

per cluster as the strongest predictor of the two within-vine parameters and was thus 

was chosen for regression modelling. Figure 5.5 represents the relationships visually in 

a bivariate scatterplot. Table 5.4 presents the results of this linear modelling together 

with three measures of whole vine plant growth. The strongest relationships per grape 

maturity indicator were: whole vine harvest index which explained c. 30% of the 

variation in °Brix; individual berry mass, c. 35% of the variation in pH; and whole vine 

reproductive biomass, c. 20% of the variation in TA. These results suggest that multiple 

regression analysis may be useful for further elucidating treatment outcomes. 
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Table 5.4. Pearson correlation coefficients (R) (values in black) with corresponding p-values (red) for within-vine and whole-vine plant 

parameters, and grape maturity including sugar concentration (°Brix) and acids (pH and titratable acidity (TA)). Values different from 0 

with a significance level alpha <0.01 are bold and values 0.05<>0.01 are itallicised. 

Variables Code A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

°Brix A  < 0.01 0.00 NS 0.00 NS 0.01 NS NS NS NS < 0.01 < 0.01 

pH B 0.45  0.03 NS < 0.01 NS 0.00 0.04 0.03 NS 0.00 < 0.01 < 0.01 

Titratable acidity (g L-1) C -0.32 -0.20  NS NS 0.01 NS NS NS NS < 0.01 NS NS 

Cluster mass (g) D     < 0.01 < 0.01 0.00 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.00 NS 

Mean individual berry 
mass per cluster (g) 

E 0.28 0.58  0.38  0.00 0.00 NS NS NS < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 

Total berry mass per 
stem (g) 

F   0.24 0.82 0.34  0.00 0.00 < 0.01 NS < 0.01 0.00 NS 

Stem length (m) G 0.23 0.31  0.26 0.28 0.30  < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.00 < 0.01 0.01 

Stem area (cm²) H  0.19  0.24  0.33 0.83  < 0.01 < 0.01 0.03 0.01 NS 

Rachis diameter (mm) I  0.20  0.47  0.44 0.60 0.64  0.01 NS 0.02 NS 

Stem fruit to leaf mass 
balance (g cm² -1) 

J    0.37   -0.38 -0.50 -0.23  0.02 NS NS 

Vine cluster mass (kg 

m-1) 
K  0.27 0.44 0.47 0.61 0.43 0.34 0.20  0.22  < 0.01 NS 

Vine pruning mass (kg 

m-1) 
L 0.39 0.51  0.27 0.58 0.27 0.43 0.26 0.22  0.52  < 0.01 

Vine cluster to pruning 

mass ratio (kg kg-1) 
M -0.57 -0.52   -0.48  -0.24     -0.76  
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Figure 5.5. Scatterplot matrix of maturity indicators °Brix (A,B,C,D circles), pH 

(E,F,G,H squares) and titratable acidity (g L-1) (I,J,K,L triangles) with most correlated 

whole vine and individual stem characteristics: berry mass (g, A,E,I orange) [average 

individual berry mass per cluster]; vine fruit biomass (kg m-¹, B,F,J red)[whole vine 

fruit yield at harvest]; vine vegetative biomass (kg m-¹, C, G, K green) [whole vine 

pruning weight at dormancy]; and, harvest index (kg kg-¹, D, H, L blue) [fruit weight to 

pruning weight ratio]. Regression trendline included (black), correlation coefficients 

(Pearson) can be found in Table 5. 
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5.4.3 Multiple regression analysis 

Dimension reduction through partial least squares (PLS) regression modelling was used 

to examine the relative importance of variables and to examine collinearity influences 

within the reproductive and vegetative components. PLS regression was employed to 

improve the stepwise regression modelling through modelling all dependent variables of 

grape maturity within one model (Figures 5.6, 5.7) in each experiment. This modelling 

alleviates the assumption that individual plants start from a uniform growth potential. 

The models included measures of individual plant parameters, together with the whole-

vine parameters and cincturing treatment for both experiments and collated data. 

Respective coefficients are given in the legends of Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Note that while 

these are statistically significant and the most robust of the models presented, 

considerable unexplained variance remained. Correlation circles show the direction and 

strength of the relationship between these predictors and the response variables in 

predictive projected space (Figures 5.6, 5.7A,B,C). The strength of the contribution 

made by each predictor variable is shown by the variable importance for the projection 

(VIP) value (Figures 5.6, 5.7i,ii,iii). Generally, a VIP of 1 and a lower confidence 

interval of >0 is required for selection. Standard errors presented in the variable 

importance projections tell us how far the projected data are from the predicted.  

Shading treatment was a significant correlate in °Brix and pH values (Figures 

5.6A,i,B,ii) when modelled with PLS regression. Whereas the defoliation treatment was 

significant in TA (Figures 5.7C,iii). Harvest index was the most strongly negatively 

correlated parameter with °Brix in both shade and defoliation experiments (Figures 

5.6A,i and 5.7A,i) and was also negatively correlated with TA in the defoliation 

experiment (Figures 5.7C,iii). Berry mass and rachis diameter were most strongly 

positively correlated with pH in the shade experiment (Figures 5.6B,ii), whereas TA in 

shade and pH in defoliation both positively correlated with vine biomass indicators as 

well as with berry mass (Figures 5.6C,iii and Figure 5.7B,ii). 
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Figure 5.6. Shade experiment correlation map by partial least squares (PLS) regression. 

This visualises the first two components: the correlations between the Xs and the 

components, and the Ys and the components, for grape maturity indicators: °Brix (A); 

pH (B); and TA, titratable acidity (g L-1) (C). Together with individual vegetative and 

reproductive plant growth characteristics and imposed treatments from individual shoots 

within a grapevine and whole vine growth characteristics. Variable importance for the 

projection (VIP) bar graphs with a 95% confidence interval: °Brix (i); pH (ii); and TA 

(g L-1) (iii). Maturity indicator (dependent variable Y) in red open circle and bold red 

label, plant growth characteristics (independent variables Xs) in black closed circles and 

imposed treatment shaded in grey for ease of visualisation. Harvest index, whole vine 
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reproductive biomass per whole vine vegetative biomass (kg kg-1); VineVeg, whole 

vine vegetative biomass as pruning mass per metre (kg m-1); VineFruit, whole vine 

reproductive biomass as harvest total fruit weight per metre (kg m-1); BerryM, average 

individual berry mass per cluster (g); ClusterM, cluster mass (g); StFruit, total berry 

mass per stem (g); StBalance, stem fruit mass per stem leaf mass (g cm2 -1); RachisId, 

rachis diameter (mm); StLen, stem length (m); StA, stem area (cm²); %Shade, shade 

treatment (%); Cinc, stem cinctured; and Not cinc, intact stem.  

Model coefficients of determination and absolute measure of fit (R² and RMSE) for 

°Brix (A), pH (B) and TA (C) respectively = 0.54, 0.67; 0.29, 0.83; 0.60, 0.63. 

 

5.4.4 Analysis of covariance 

Maturity models incorporating the most important whole-vine with within-vine variable 

covariates from above, improved the model for three maturity indicators over simple 

linear regression models (Tables 5.5, 5.6). Supporting the PLS regression modelling 

above, both models of °Brix are dominated by harvest index as shown by the high F 

value (Tables 5.5, 5.6). Berry mass was influential in modelling °Brix in the defoliation 

experiment but was not significant in the shading treatments. Both models of pH were 

dominated by berry mass, as shown by the high F value (Tables 5.5, 5.6). Titratable 

acidity (TA) was dominated by berry mass in the shade experiment, but by harvest 

index in the defoliation experiment, as shown by the high F values (Tables 5.5, 5.6).  

Sum of Squares analysis confirms the role of shade as a determinant of °Brix and pH; 

whereas the defoliation treatment was a more important predictor of pH and TA (Tables 

5.5, 5.6). Cinctured versus intact stems were analysed for the whole data set regardless 

of treatment. Adding a cincturing covariate did not improve the goodness of fit on a 

biologically functional scale of any maturity model; although an interaction was 

significant between individual berry mass and cincturing for pH, the model fit improved 

only by about 2%.  
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Figure 5.7. Defoliation experiment correlation map by partial least squares (PLS) 

regression. This visualises the first two components: the correlations between the Xs 

and the components, and the Ys and the components, for grape maturity indicators: 

°Brix (A); pH (B); and TA, titratable acidity (g L-1) (C). Together with individual 

vegetative and reproductive plant growth characteristics and imposed treatments from 

individual shoots within a grapevine and whole vine growth characteristics. Variable 
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importance for the projection (VIP) bar graphs with a 95% confidence interval: °Brix 

(i); pH (ii); and TA (g L-1) (iii). Maturity indicator (dependent variable Y) in red open 

circle and bold red label, plant growth characteristics (independent variables Xs) in 

black closed circles and imposed treatment shaded in grey for ease of visualisation. 

Harvest index, whole vine reproductive biomass per whole vine vegetative biomass (kg 

kg-1); VineVeg, whole vine vegetative biomass as pruning mass per metre (kg m-1); 

VineFruit, whole vine reproductive biomass as harvest total fruit weight per metre (kg 

m-1); BerryM, average individual berry mass per cluster (g); ClusterM, cluster mass (g); 

StFruit, total berry mass per stem (g); StBalance, stem fruit mass per stem leaf mass (g 

cm2 -1); RachisId, rachis diameter (mm); StLen, stem length (m); StA, stem area (cm²); 

%Defol, defoliation treatment (%); Cinc, stem cinctured; and Not cinc, intact stem. 

Model coefficients of determination and absolute measure of fit (R² and RMSE) for 

°Brix (A), pH (B) and TA (C) respectively = 0.37, 0.77; 0.74, 0.52; 0.38, 0.78. 

 

 

Table 5.5. Analysis of covariance modelling results with model goodness of fit, analysis 

of covariance (ANCOVA) and Type I Sum of Squares analysis for predictors of grape 

maturity including sugar concentration (°Brix) and acids (pH and titratable acidity g L-1 

(TA)) in shade experiment. 
 °Brix pH Titratable acidity 

R² 0.47 0.33 0.63 

Adjusted R² 0.36 0.15 0.53 

 F Pr > F F Pr > F F Pr > F 

Model 3.99 < 0.001 1.84 0.05 6.20 < 0.001 

BerryM NS 8.62 < 0.001 42.82 < 0.001 

Harvest index (HI) or  
Vine fruit (VF) for TA 

37.81 < 0.001 NS 30.24 < 0.001 

%Shade 2.92 0.03 2.58 0.05 NS 

BerryM*%Shade NS NS NS 

HI(or VF)*%Shade NS NS NS 

 

  

 

Table 5.6. Analysis of covariance modelling results with model goodness of fit, analysis 

of covariance (ANCOVA) and Type I Sum of Squares analysis for predictors of grape 

maturity including sugar concentration (°Brix) and acids (pH and titratable acidity g    

L-1 (TA)) in defoliation experiment. 
 °Brix pH Titratable acidity 

R² 0.38 0.77 0.47 

Adjusted R² 0.23 0.70 0.28 

 F Pr > F F Pr > F F Pr > F 

Model 2.51 0.01 11.049 < 0.001 2.47 0.01 

BerryM 10.05 < 0.001 108.845 < 0.001 NS 

Harvest index (HI)  14.59 < 0.001 33.460 < 0.001 8.22 0.01 

%Defol NS NS 2.74 0.04 

BerryM*%Defol NS NS NS 

HI*%Defol NS NS NS 
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5.5 Discussion 

Post-véraison defoliation is commonly conducted to promote ripening through 

improved light environment. However this study shows that defoliation and shading 

have dissimilar effects on fruit composition and, furthermore, that these effects are 

relatively minor in the context of the individual vine. This observation may help to 

clarify the dissimilar responses to defoliation present in the literature.  

Increased shading decreased °Brix as expected, whereas defoliation had no significant 

effect. Increased shading increased pH due, more probably, to an increase in potassium 

than to metabolism of organic acids, while defoliation had no significant effect. 

Titratable acidity (TA) increased with increasing defoliation, but shading had no 

significant effect. Photosynthetic compensation occurred in defoliated stems, but not in 

shaded stems where leaf CO2 assimilation declined. Stem cincturing effects on °Brix 

and TA and delayed ripening in general, but minimally, and were most apparent at 

extreme defoliation severity. Treatment effects were more evident when analysed in the 

context of the whole plant. However, individual cluster berry mass and whole-vine 

biomass were more influential on grape composition than shading, defoliation or 

cincturing treatments in this study.  

5.5.1 Carbohydrate accumulation 

Sugar concentration at maturity in the grape depends on sources internal and external to 

the organ, these include: current photosynthesis in the subtending stem, current 

photosynthesis from adjoining stems and reserve carbohydrates from within the 

subtending stem or corpus of the vine. Control of the direction of translocation of 

photoassimilates can be driven by sources or sinks in the grapevine.  

Assimilate supply or source limitations could be considered the vine capacity to ripen 

fruit as discussed in Chapter 2. This study has shown that limiting supply through local 

shading reduced sugar concentration and that this correlated with reduced local CO2 

assimilation. These results were consistent with previous research on shading of whole 

vines, but minor in comparison (Kliewer et al. 1967; Morrison & Noble 1990; 

Cartechini & Palliotti 1995).  

Cincturing to isolate the stem from the corpus of the vine, in combination with shading, 

had a minor effect only on final sugar composition. Similar results, particularly when 

there is no limitation to sunlight, suggest that the berry is a strong sink for these 
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assimilates. If the distribution to reserves were a stronger sink, the photoassimilates 

would be lower in intact stems. Additionally, this suggests that either there were 

substantial reserves within the isolated stem or that the phloem connection heals 

sufficiently to substantially make up for the loss of local assimilates. There was no 

evidence of wound healing and thus reallocation of reserves remains the only source of 

the bulk of the sugars in the fruit.  

The difference in sugar accumulation in the berry between cinctured and intact stems 

was greatest in highly shaded vines. Sugar accumulation was maintained in intact stems 

more so than cinctured stems across all levels of treatment suggesting the fruit as a sink 

was more important than the reserves as a sink. Remobilisation of stored carbohydrates 

becoming more pronounced under stress conditions may also contribute to the 

differences (Candolfi-Vasconcelos et al. 1994). Thus, under inadequate sunlight, the 

woody parts of the plant became a source rather than a sink.  

Cincturing stems is expected to interrupt the external demand for mobilisation to 

reserves and thus lower leaf gas exchange (Hofäcker 1978; Novello et al. 1999). This 

was observed until shading treatments exceeded 50%. Resource limitations on growth 

are few under the climatic conditions in Margaret River. Under these circumstances, this 

study shows that when photosynthates are limited, the assimilate supply shortfall is 

compensated with reserves. Assimilate supply before resource limitation was introduced 

was likely high enough to allocate photosynthates to storage and thus available to make 

up a shortfall post-véraison.  

Cincturing stems may additionally retain assimilates from redistribution to reserves, the 

build-up of which reduces internal demand for photoassimilates (Kriedemann & Lenz 

1972). Cincturing effects reported here are similar to those reported in some studies 

(Kriedemann & Lenz 1972; Novello et al. 1999), but not others where sugars increased 

with cincturing (Peacock et al. 1977). That contrary cincturing study suggests increased 

translocation to other plant parts in intact stems. 

Sugar accumulation increased at low levels of defoliation (25%) compared to shading, 

then similarly delayed ripening. However, the reduction was minor compared to other 

studies, with soluble solids up to 35% lower in severely defoliated vines (May et al. 

1969). Photosynthetic compensation by remaining leaves was evident as in previous 

research (Hunter et al. 1995; Petrie et al. 2000; Chanishvili et al. 2005; Poni et al. 2006; 

Filippetti et al. 2015). Notably, this compensation was more pronounced in intact stems. 
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Defoliated and intact stems, photosynthesised and accumulated sugar to a greater degree 

than cinctured stems. This was similar to shaded treatments. However, this trend was 

more disparate in more defoliated stems and more evident in defoliation treatments than 

shading treatments.  

Defoliated stems had fewer leaves acting as sinks compared to shaded stems. High 

sugar accumulation in defoliated and intact stems suggests a lack of competition for 

reserves within a highly photosynthetic resource stem and that the fruit acts as a strong 

sink. Photosynthesis was higher in every intact stem compared to its cinctured treatment 

counterpart suggesting CO2 assimilation was driven, but also absorbed by, other stems 

and vine corpus. Reduced carbohydrate reserves have been shown in severely defoliated 

whole vines suggesting that reducing leaf number diverted these limited assimilates to 

fruit rather than woody perennial plant parts (Bennett et al. 2005).   

Comparatively, a greater difference in sugar accumulation occurred in fully defoliated 

shoots. Absence of leaf sinks combined with an absence of current photosynthates in 

these stems suggests stem stored carbohydrate was not as great as remobilisation from 

the vine corpus. Although the pairwise comparison was not significant, a 3.00 °Brix 

increase with intact stems is biologically relevant. It is surprising that these highly 

defoliated and cinctured stems managed to ripen the fruit to the extent they did. 

Particularly novel, is the ability of a cinctured and completely defoliated shoot to ripen 

fruit. Although assimilate stores in the stem most likely mobilised carbohydrates to 

assist this ripening it is unlikely there was enough stem carbon available. Assimilate 

transport through the xylem from stores was possibly responsible (Keller et al. 2006) 

and is worthy of future investigation. 

The increase in °Brix in defoliation experiments is often attributed to improved light 

environment (Baiano et al. 2015), yet the differences in photosynthetic response and 

carbohydrate assimilation that differed between defoliation and shading treatments 

indicate this is not the only response. Had defoliation effects been due to an improved 

light environment it would be anticipated that as shade treatment effects increased, 

defoliation effects would decrease. This was not the case. Defoliation of 25% may have 

promoted ripening, but then both increased shading and increased defoliation delayed 

ripening. Shading of 50% and above is likely to decrease °Brix, depending on reserves 

and competing sinks. 
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5.5.2 Fruit mass 

Treatments had no statistically significant effect on final fruit mass, likely due to timing 

of implementation (Bogicevic et al. 2015). At the time treatments were applied, berry 

number and potential berry volume had been set (Coombe 1976). Subsequently no 

change in source to sink ratio within the stem occurred in shading treatments, but did 

occur in defoliation treatments by the nature of removing leaves. Increased 

photosynthesis in stems with bigger berries was observed within shade and defoliation 

treatments, except those cinctured and defoliated. Increased berry mass positively 

correlated with photosynthesis within shade treatments as did a better light 

environment, but no interaction was found. Somewhat similarly, an increase in 

defoliation positively correlated with photosynthesis along with fruit mass. Yet most 

notably, the influence of cincturing itself dominated the defoliation treatment modelling 

and the relationship between fruit mass and photosynthesis changes.  

Stems with high fruit mass to leaf area combined with bigger berries positively 

correlated with photosynthesis if connected to the greater vine. Whereas disconnected 

stems, with bigger berries, showed a decrease in photosynthesis. Carbon modelling in 

whole grapevines relates carbohydrate allocation proportionally to fruit size along with 

the demands of the rest of the plant (Vivin et al. 2003). However source to sink ratio at 

the within-vine scale is underexplored in current literature. Treatment numbers are low 

so future work would be beneficial in exploration of this previously unidentified 

phenomenon. This supports the concept that other plant parts contribute to 

photosynthetic stress response.  

5.5.3 Organic acids 

Titratable acidity increased with increasing shade and increasing defoliation. However, 

these trends were biologically minimal. Titratable acidity increase was consistent with 

the expectation that increased shading will delay ripening (Kliewer & Antcliff 1970). 

Shading effects on TA were not statistically significant and of lowest importance in the 

PLS regression modelling. Higher TA in cinctured compared to intact stems was, 

however, evident in all shaded stems. Greater tartaric and malic acids have been found 

in leaves and bark of cinctured stems post véraison where leaf growth was delayed but 

leaf size increased in compensation (Hunter & Ruffner 2001). Higher TA in these 

cinctured stems may subsequently be attributable to a delay in leaf growth, combined 

with larger leaves and remobilisation from bark stores. 
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Significant increases in TA in highly defoliated stems compared to shaded stems may 

again be due to a greater stress response induced by defoliation compared with shading. 

This delay in ripening is similar to some studies (Poni et al. 2006), but contrary to 

others which found no significant change (Ollat & Gaudillere 1998; Scafidi et al. 2018). 

This study did not show a reduced TA in circumstances in which leaf removal is 

thought to improve light environment and therefore promote ripening (Smith et al. 

1988). Contradictory findings may thus be attributable to different climates, and hence  

and biomass potential, of the vine and region (Main & Morris 2004). As with °Brix, the 

greatest difference in cinctured compared to intact stems was at extreme defoliation, 

thus feedback mechanisms from the rest of the plant are likely to be influencing 

metabolic activity.  

5.5.4 pH 

Shading stems resulted in a significantly higher berry pH, as expected (Smart et al. 

1985; Morrison & Noble 1990; Zhang et al. 2017). This cannot be contributed to 

promotion in ripening given the relationship expected between Brix and pH under ideal 

ripening conditions (Winkler et al. 1974). High pH more likely reflects high potassium 

in the fruit, which originates in leaves, roots and storage sinks (Conradie & Saayman 

1989; Delgado et al. 2004). High pH in shaded stems suggests that shading may 

stimulate this potassium redistribution from leaves and mobilisation from stored woody 

reserves (Boulton 1980; Kodur et al. 2011). Conversely, defoliation of stems decreased 

pH and more conventionally signals delayed ripening considering the decline in °Brix 

as in other studies (Bledsoe et al. 1988; Palliotti et al. 2013). This may be due to either 

the delay in organic acid metabolism or to the limited number of leaves limiting the 

source of potassium.  

It should be noted that this response was not statistically significant and defoliation was 

of very low importance in PLS regression modelling when considered alongside other 

vine mass parameters. More important to regression modelling was the relationship 

between vine biomass and pH. Individual berry mass strongly positively correlated with 

pH overall and under increased shading. Vine vegetative biomass correlated positively 

overall and harvest index negatively overall and most strongly under increasing 

defoliation. These results indicate the importance of the vine status prior to véraison and 

the strength of the berry as a sink.     
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Disagreement regarding pH response to shading and defoliation research may be due to 

the confounding effects of temperature, light environment and ecophysiology and 

structure of individual plants. Temperature effects on clusters in my experiment may 

have been modulated by trellising to the east of the canopy. Although clusters were not 

shaded by leaves from their own stem, as soon as the sun passed solar noon the clusters 

may have experienced shading from the remaining trellised canopy. However all 

treatments experienced the same amount of cluster shading so the effects here should be 

somewhat mitigated.  

5.5.5 Vine biomass 

Field-based experimentation does not allow for uniform replicates by design. An 

assumption that field based perennial plants are uniform is often a flaw with 

horticultural research. Contextualising the model by in situ whole-vine biomass 

parameters and other within-vine parameters that affect grape composition was 

important in this study to ascertain the size of the treatment effects. Partial least squares 

regression modelling was used to choose the most important vine biomass parameters in 

understanding maturity and understand the relative contribution made by shading and 

defoliation. Analysis of covariance was then used to ascertain the relative influence of 

shade and defoliation compared to these biomass parameters. Although shade 

treatments in °Brix and pH, and the defoliation treatments in TA were significant, the 

relative influence in all cases is minor compared to vine vegetative and reproductive 

biomass. The large influence of harvest index and individual berry mass suggests that 

factors influencing berry initiation, and water and nutrient supply, are more influential 

parameters on berry composition than stem light environment and leaf number post 

véraison. This finding agrees with research that suggests canopy management practices 

are more likely to affect vine carbohydrate reserves than current year production 

(Pellegrino et al. 2014). Berry size effects on quality are not well understood (Matthews 

& Nuzzo 2007), although it is generally agreed that smaller berries improve wine 

quality (Chen et al. 2018).  

Even though defoliation practices can seek to alter harvest index ratios, it is evident that 

pre-véraison biomass potential is more influential on berry composition. It is therefore 

important to consider management practices that seek to control these parameters early 

in the season, which may be more likely to affect fruit maturity. Year to year data would 

give aid the identification of longer term effects on carbohydrate storage. Time series 
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data through the growing season may identify timing versus limitation influences on 

composition. Results would indicate if differences were due to delay in ripening or a 

final compositional state. Future experimentation on perennial crops such as grapevines 

should consider any treatment effects within the context of the size and shape of the 

plant by application of appropriate statistical analysis.  

5.6 Conclusion 

Plants in field-based experiments may experience more than one stress concurrently. 

This study sought to isolate limiting leaf area as a stress on individual stems as distinct 

from limiting sunlight as a stress, whilst considering the effects of plant carbohydrate 

status. The effects of resource limitation through reducing leaf number and light 

availability were both negligible compared with other studies. Cinctured stems 

experiencing extreme limitations were still able to ripen. Thus carbohydrate reserves 

were shown to be a potential source of carbon in the berry in a resource abundant region 

such as Margaret River. The high impact of vine biomass compared with current 

photosynthetic resource limitation supports this conclusion. Furthermore, the berry was 

shown to be a strong sink post-véraison because intact stems with no resource limitation 

did not exhibit reduced fruit assimilate content. The strength of the berry as a sink is 

also highlighted by the high impact of berry mass compared to resource limitation.  

The ability of reserves to ripen fruit in a photosynthetically-limited vine suggests that in 

non-resource limiting environments, assimilate translocation occurs before berry 

ripening. These findings are in contrast to earlier work suggesting translocation when 

flowering was almost completed was entirely basipetal and out of the shoot (Hale & 

Weaver 1962). The consequences of utilising these reserves are largely unknown, but 

bud fertility, bunch number and berries per bunch have been reduced by increasing 

levels of defoliation (May et al. 1969). This has implications for carbohydrate supply in 

following years and needs to be understood in the context of individual vine status.  

Individual berry mass was the most important within-vine biomass parameter when 

modelling fruit composition in all experimental work presented in this thesis (Chapter 4 

and Chapter 5). This further supports the concept of the strength of the berry as a sink in 

this study. Whole-vine leaf area dominated the modelling of carbohydrate accumulation 

as well as colour and phenolics in Chapter 4 compared with harvest index in Chapter 5. 

This may be because the range of vegetative biomass was greater, altering the reserve 

status of these vines. Harvest index may have been more important in 2007 (Chapter 5) 
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because the temperatures were higher than average (Australian Bureau of Meteorology 

2018), but whole field biomass year on year data would provide more information about 

the impact of reserves.  

Management outcomes in the vineyard depend strongly on vine status pre-

implementation. High reproductive biomass or low carbohydrate reserves indicate a 

stronger potential response to canopy management practices, yet the reverse may elicit 

limited or no response. Understanding the differential response to defoliation and 

shading may be used to advantage in the field to suit particular winemaking 

requirements. Improving the light environment of a vigorous vine may be more 

beneficial when high pH is a concern, whereas defoliation may be more useful in warm 

climates where the problem is low acidity. However, generally where resources are not 

limiting, controlling vine carbohydrate status and berry size through techniques such as 

water management and trellising is of greater importance.  
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5.7 Supplementary Table 

 Supplementary Table 5.A. Stepwise regression results.  

  °Brix  pH  
Titratable acidity 

(g L-1)  

R²  0.038  0.344  0.063  

F  5.749  66.664  7.826  

Pr > F  0.018  < 0.0001  0.006  

Average individual berry mass per 
cluster (g)  

5.749  66.664    

0.018  < 0.0001    

Total berry mass per stem (g)  
    7.826  

    0.006  
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Chapter Six 

General discussion 

 

6.1 Main findings 

The research presented in this thesis confirms that fruit maturity is irregular within 

grapevines. Grapevine canopy architecture is such that assimilates are not distributed 

with equal frequency throughout the vine. Chapters Four and Five of this thesis show 

that fruit composition is influenced directly, or through interaction with, the scale of the 

individual shoot; its location within the canopy; the scale of the whole vine reproductive 

or vegetative mass; and efficiency dictated by microclimate. Most relationships between 

shoot growth characteristics and fruit composition observed in this thesis are 

heteroskedastic. This phenomenon arises because smaller organs are more variable than 

large. This plasticity reflects the impact of long distance translocation of assimilates and 

the powerful potential of carbohydrate reserves. As such, these observations provide a 

stark contrast with the generally accepted concept that the individual shoot is self-

contained (Hale & Weaver 1962; Quinlan & Weaver 1970; Hunter & Visser 1988; 

Motomura 1993). 

That solute accumulation in a cluster on a cinctured, fully defoliated shoot, was nearly 

normal (Chapter Five), shows how little we understand long distance sugar transport in 

the grapevine. Clusters ripening to an average of 22 °Brix (Chapter Five) could only 

have occurred if sugar was shunted through the xylem to cross the cincture. The xylem 

transport of sugar is an over-looked factor in the long distance transport of sugars in the 

post-flowering phase of growth. It is understood that the transport of sugar and of other 

organic nutrients in the xylem occurs pre-budburst and during the early post-budburst 

phase of development (Turnbull & Lopez‐Cobollo 2013). The novel finding here is that 

it seems to remain a prospect in the mature canopy.  

There is some evidence in the literature that xylem connections in the berry malfunction 

post-véraison (Düring et al. 1987; Findlay et al. 1987; Creasy et al. 1993). Thus sugar 

accumulation, in the post-véraison phase, may also have involved re-loading from 

xylem to phloem. However, a change in solute partitioning within vascular tissue 

symplast and apoplast at véraison may also be consequential (Bondada et al. 2005).  
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My findings (Chapter Four and Five) also agree with Considine (2004), who found that 

berry volume, berry number per bunch and bunch number per vine, were not 

interchangeable in terms of their impact on assimilate accumulation at the whole-vine 

level. Varietal differences, response to stressors (such as drought and heat), diurnal or 

seasonal patterns, or availability of accumulated reserves are all worthy of consideration 

regarding these mechanics (Lang 1990; Keller et al. 2006; Lovisolo et al. 2010; Tixier 

et al. 2018). The effects of these factors on potassium uptake are also worthy of 

consideration in the future (Mpelasoka et al. 2003).  

Average individual berry mass per cluster explains the most variation in within-vine 

maturity (Chapters Four and Five). This is a key finding of the thesis. Practically, its 

importance arises because skin:pulp:seed ratio predicated by berry size is also a strong 

determinant of wine quality (Holt et al. 2008). Berry size is dictated by cell division 

until véraison and then cell expansion (Coombe 1987). The variability in maturity is 

greatest in small berries, yet we do not know if the variability evident in this thesis 

(particularly Chapter Four) is due to division or expansion. The exhibited interaction 

with whole vegetative biomass presented in this thesis suggests that it may be both.  

The biochemistry and hormonal control over this ripening process is not fully 

understood (Dai et al. 2011). The importance of the berry size relationship with 

maturity within-vines, identified in this thesis (Chapters Four and Five), indicates that 

interactions with the vine canopy are worth investigation. The phenology of this 

exploration is important and rarely considered in the literature. The potential 

contribution of reserves from vines of different vegetative biomass is shown to be 

important in this thesis (Chapters Four and Five). These data are necessary to establish 

the relative influence of ecophysiological parameters of the previous year, and the 

current year: pre-véraison and post-véraison in the future.  

Given the importance of berry size effects on ripening exhibited in this thesis, it is 

surprising that few studies examine the canopy determinants of berry size variability 

within a vine. Effects particularly likely to contribute to this within-vine variation, but 

yet to be studied at this level include: inflorescence number and bud health (May 2000; 

Wisdom et al. 2004; Eltom et al. 2014; Eltom et al. 2015); fruit set (Gray & Coombe 

2009); microclimate (Dreier et al. 2000; Tonietto & Carbonneau 2004); pollination 

(Bowen & Kliewer 1990); seed number within a berry (Ristic & Iland 2005; Walker et 

al. 2005; Prudent et al. 2014; Vondras et al. 2016); assimilate availability and other sink 
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strengths (Weaver & Pool 1973; Coombe et al. 1987; Considine 2004; Matthews & 

Nuzzo 2007; Prudent et al. 2014); and environmental parameters such as water supply 

(Hardie & Considine 1976; Roby et al. 2004; Escalona et al. 2012; Cooley et al. 2017). 

The relative influence of the canopy growth characteristics should be incorporated into 

future investigations (Considine 2004). 

Assimilate availability responds to canopy stressors. This may delay ripening, but also 

alter synchronicity in biochemical pathways, resulting in compositional change. Results 

from this thesis (Chapter Five), show a differential response to deprivation of foliage or 

radiation, particularly in acid metabolism. This agrees with response differences to 

drought and irradiation (Doupis et al. 2011). These findings call into question the 

standard understanding of a logarithmic relationship between harvest index and ripening 

(May et al. 1969; Kliewer & Dokoozlian 2005). Harvest index effects on maturity have 

not been explored with vines of differential growth characteristics, structural biomass 

and metabolite reserves. That this is worth pursuing further is shown by the defoliation 

experiment (Chapter Five), particularly where the shoot experienced concurrent 

stresses. Time series analyses would help elucidate these responses in the vine and are 

recommended for future work modelling grapevine ecophysiology and morphology. 

Adoption of strategic sampling practices in viticulture is limited, despite the knowledge 

that capturing systemic variability can improve precision. Variation in fruit composition 

is experienced at both within-plant and between-plant levels within a woody perennial 

system. In this thesis, the variation at both levels was observed at a magnitude worth 

measuring (Chapter Three). It justifies development of a two-stage sampling design. 

Average individual berry size per cluster was the stronger indicator of within-vine 

variation measured in these experiments (Chapters Four and Five). Thus, the precision 

of a strategic sampling regime is likely to improve by adopting an approach to capture 

this variation. The caveat being that whole vine biomass and its influence on drivers of 

berry size and assimilation is understood. Presently, it is not.  

6.2 Implications for research 

Experimental design in horticultural systems is complex. Cultivated plants reflect their 

location: soil type and depth; aspect and competition. The results from this thesis 

indicate that assumptions of independence are likely to introduce bias in woody 

perennials. In-field experimentation in these cropping systems should not fall victim to 

statistical assumptions of uniformity or independence. Blocking experimental designs 
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are used in agronomy to manage these problems, yet this is often unrealistic in field of 

perennial plants. It is recommended that analysis of covariance is used to account for 

the in situ growth characteristics of the plant. This analytical technique may elucidate 

new treatment effects previously undetected. It is additionally recommended that 

experimental design should not assume equal distribution of factors that contribute to 

overall plant growth such as soil type, even if these factors are not the focus of the 

experimental design.  

6.3 Implications for industry 

Post-véraison management techniques are often adopted in order to manage ripening 

velocity. However, the results from this thesis indicate that management of canopy 

characteristics likely to influence berry size are of utmost importance. These include 

management of highly vegetative vines and reserves. I suggest that particular attention 

to water use is likely beneficial (Hardie & Considine 1976; Rossouw et al. 2017). 

Payment for wine-grape crops is frequently based on mass without consideration to 

berry size or harvest index. The results from this thesis suggest that this practice is 

unlikely to encourage best management practice. A vegetative vine with low 

reproductive mass may actually feedback to carbohydrate storage, more vegetative 

vines in following years and cause fruit quality problems in the future.  

The research presented in this thesis supports recommendation of a strategic sampling 

scheme is recommended for grape growers. It is likely applicable to sampling for 

maturity and yield. This study highlights the variability and subsequent relationships 

between these canopy characteristics in Northern Margaret River region where the 

resources, light, water and nutrients, do not constrain growth. However, care must be 

taken in applying these results to other cultivars, management techniques and regions. 

The results from this thesis suggest that understanding within- and between-vine 

variability is a worthy endeavour for grapevine cultivators and vignerons alike. The 

usability goes further though, to likely benefits for all woody perennial crops. Data on a 

larger scale would allow viticulturists to make informed choices about canopy 

management and harvesting procedures. It is indicative from viticultural research that a 

one-size-fits-all approach will not work (Pettitt & McBratney 1993). However, a deeper 

understanding of vine architectural ecophysiology should be able to indicate a 

standardisation in an approach to satisfy the oenological industry. 
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6.4 Future directions 

Zonal management as presently practised may need to be revised. With the advent of 

autonomous robotics (AR) and intelligent software (Underwood et al. 2016), the goal of 

implementing variable rate technologies to improve management on a vine to vine basis 

may improve crop quality, mitigate pricing risks and improve resource expenditure. Site 

specific management in viticulture is still in its infancy, currently focusing on variable 

rate technologies (Arnó Satorra et al. 2009; Paoli et al. 2010) and mapping leaf area 

index (del-Moral-Martínez et al. 2016). However, a more precise picture of within-vine 

variability may soon be available at a management unit scale. Success with AR in other 

horticultural fields indicate a promising future for viticulture. These include: trunk 

detection in apples (Bargoti et al. 2015); canopy volume, flowers and fruit density in 

almonds (Underwood et al. 2016); and, fruit detection and yield estimation in mango 

(Stein et al. 2016). On-the-go yield mapping and sugar and colour sensing would be a 

dramatic step forward for understanding vineyard variability and crop management in 

situ and in real-time.  

Close range techniques are providing new, non-destructive analytical options to the 

viticulturist. Visible-near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (Cao et al. 2010; Urraca et 

al. 2015) and computer RGB visioning (Xia et al. 2016) to analyse pH and soluble solid 

content of grapes and hyperspectral imaging to analyse colour (Fernandes et al. 2011; 

Chen et al. 2015) are both successful in the vineyard. These options suggest that there is 

capacity to rapidly and reliably ascertain the patterns and magnitude of variation in 

ripeness in the vineyard. This will allow for greater sample numbers and strategic 

planning of sampling locations to improve parsimony in the future. 

6.5 General conclusion 

The complex interplay of genotype, ontogeny, morphology and environment in each 

grapevine dictate that no two vines will exhibit the same response to an imposed 

treatment. Although experimental field work may strive to control some of these 

factors, success is virtually impossible and thus statistical interpretation of trials must 

accommodate this phenomenon. In this study we utilise analysis of covariance to best 

model within-vine variation in grape quality with treatments designed to highlight some 

of these factors.  
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The most interesting finding from this thesis regards the ripening of fruit on a 

completely defoliated and cinctured shoot. This leads us to question the mechanics of 

solute translocation post-véraison and raises the possibility of sugar transport through 

xylem. Further analysis regarding the impact of canopy structure on the control of 

solute partitioning may elucidate findings into the future. 

The unifying question explored in this thesis was: is the magnitude of variation in 

maturation of grapes meaningful across different hierarchies of grapevine canopy 

structure. Can the partitioning of such variation be identified and exploited to improve 

grape quality for wine production? The findings demonstrate that the magnitude of 

variation in fruit composition within- and between-vines is very clearly meaningful 

(Chapter Three). A two-stage sampling scheme was thus justified and I present a simple 

sampling strategy that incorporates cost and precision. However, the findings from this 

thesis (Chapters Four and Five) clearly indicate that the distribution of this variation is 

not uniform nor independent from interactions with the grapevine canopy structure. 

Interactions between phenotype, ontogeny, morphology, ecology and management lead 

to a complex system of ripening in this perennial crop.  

Translocation of photoassimilates in the grapevine does not involve a simple or linear 

equation between assimilate production capacity and destination size. As such, 

management decisions and experimental design and analysis, must control for, or 

incorporate, an understanding of as many of these parameters as possible.
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